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Vol. I, No. 4 
December, 1983 free 
FINDING OUR POWER 
Part· Ill: . 
T~~ards a_ Gay 
Lat>or Movement 
By John Frank 
_ This _third_ and final part of an inter-
Vll!tv with MlChael Ginth er discusses the 
8Upport s~own by the gay communit 
for the strikers at Luisa 's $ estaurant o;; 
Castro and offers speculation th 
'ut f . . on e 
, , . ure o <!-tta1m11/.f full gay labor rights. 
Michael !S a form er Portland resident 
and a prunary organizer of the restau-
rant workeri, at Luisa 's. 
* * * * "' 
.John: Since the s trike bega n have 
there been any noticeable effects 
other gay businesses in the a rea- a on 
press ure f ei ? ny 
T,{i h --
two d(recii1.Jns.' In· the first' week o our 
picket, the Eureka Valley Merchants As-
sociation in the area-which is mostly 
gay businesspeople or people whose busi-
nesses cater to gay people- chose to have 
their meeting a t Luisa's, crossing our 
picket line to meet. The merchants don't 
want the union in the Castro for the most 
part, a:lti).ough a few ha ve come out in 
support of us, in tha t they either refused 
to go to the meeting, or they went to the 
meeting, but didn't eat-or they'll come 
,':'l!lft 
I 
L_ \ _ 
Romanovsky & Phillips _To ~pear 
In Portland & Bangor 
lished themselves as un· porta t 
· · n new 
~01c~ m the world of men's music. 
"Frescnhbed by The Sentinel as the 
es est, most e · · 
tha is ·w 10 ly· tnei~ own. eir·= 
often coming from a gay perspective, are 
universal as well, and leave no one 
unmoved as they touch on a variety of 
topics from homophobia to ]l.igh school 
gym class; nuclear war to womb envy. 
Their ability to make audiences laugh, 
cry and feel while still being entertained 
is what makes a Romanovsky & Phillips 
concert like no other. 
Readers Respond to Kennebec· JournOt -:-: 
Romanovsky & Phillips will be in 
concert Friday, December 9 at First 
Parish, Unitarian, 425 Congress St:., 
Portland, ~nd-i h,:e :next evening,' S;at. ,. . ~ . : - . 
December 10 at lhe Unitarian :ehurc'h, · 
Main St., Bangor. Both concerts are at 
8 pm. Donation: $4 at the door. 
By Fred Berger 
In last month's issue of Our Paper we 
reported on the refusal of the Kennebec 
Journal to continue printing Our Paper. 
Subsequently the Our Paper collective 
wrote to Mr. Brian Thayer, general 
manager of the Kennebec Journal, 
asking him to meet wi~h us to discuss o.ur 
rather abrupt termination. Mr. Thayer's 
response follows: · 
"Dear Our Paper, 
As I indicated to you in my initial 
letter 'of October 11, 1983, the Kennebec 
Journal has chosen to discontinue 
printing your publication, Our Paper. 
While I appreciate your concern, 
please ~nderstand I do not wish to place 
our newspaper or any of its employees in 
a censorship position. Our decision is 
firm. 
Yours T~ly, 
Brian Thayer'' 
Our Paper is now being printed by the 
Biddeford Journal Tribune. The Our 
Paper collective has chosen not to 
pursue further contacts with the 
Kennebec Journal. 
Seven readers sent us copies of letters 
which they had written to Mr. Thayer 
and to Mr. John DiMatteo, President of 
Guy Ganpett Publishing Company. 
Several explained why they believed the 
"street language" used in the AIDS risk 
reduction information was necessary 
and justified. A USM Professor writes: 
" .. .if public health officials limit them-
selves to the use only of acceptable 
language, middle-class, better 
educated persons in the at-risk popula-
tion would be more likely to get the 
message, leading to the appalling 
prospect that poorer, less educated 
persons in the at-risk population would . 
be at greater risk of dying." 
An Associate Professor from another 
university agrees: 
" ... Far from expressing 't~teless con-
rlent,' the article communicates clearly 
the risk reductions so important, per-
haps even essential, for the avoidance of 
AIDS. Health professionals are 
incre~ingly joining the gay commu-
nity in using every possible effort to 
redu~e the danger of AIDS. Your action 
of censorship impedes such professional 
efforts of collaboration." 
A third r.eader states: 
"AIDS is not something that can be 
treated with clinical coolness. It is an 
epidemic of unknown cause which is 
killing thousands of our family, friends, 
and lovers - possibly ourselves. This 
language is vital to impress the serious-
ness of AIDS among those most at risk 
(fellow gay men)." 
Other readers attacked the Kennebec 
Journal's assertion that Our Paper, in 
general, was in poor taste. A Bowdoin 
College student asks: 
"Save for the AIDS information, what 
other parts of the issue did you find 
objectionable? The only other possibility 
that comes to my mind would be the 
nude photographs of men. Though some 
may find these erotic, I classify them 
fully within the confines of creative art, 
not at all of pornography." 
As to "tasteless content," one reader 
wrote the fo.llowing to Mr. John 
DiMatteo, President of G_uy Gannett 
Publi$hing Company: 
"I wouldlike.to.suggesi tJi~t in Maine, 
your papers set the standard for taste-
less content. Recently, in the pages of 
the Evening Express, Kim ~uwhy went 
to great lengths to describe vomit. 
App:uently, Mr. DiMatteo, you are not 
concerned about subjecting the 
Company's ptj:r;iters to tasteless content 
when it is written by the wife of your 
executive editor." 
Several readers sought to establish an 
ongoing dialogue with Mr. Thayer. Phil 
Gautreau, representing the Gay People's 
Alliance, expressed his support of Our 
Paper and asked for ·an "appropriate 
response" to h_is letter. Another r eader 
offered to "intelligently ~swer any 
questions you m_ay have (about gayness) 
which are bothering you" and suggested· 
that Mr. Thayer read Society and the 
Healthy Homosexual by Dr. George 
Weinberg, a book aimed at helping the 
non-gay with homophobic feelings. 
The Our Paper collective would like to 
thank our readers for their support. At 
the very least, perhaps we have shown 
that men in power will be held &ccount-
able for decisions they make. 
Ad Manager 
Named 
The Our Paper .CollectiQe is pleased to 
announce the hiring of B.J. Aaron as . 
Advertising Manager, effective Novem-
ber 1, 1983. As Ad Manager, Mr. Aaron 
will have direct responsibility for 
generating new accounts as well as ser-
vicing on all of the paper's present 
accounts. 
B.J. holds an A.S. degree with highest 
distinction and a B.S. de~ with 
distinction from the University of Maine 
at Orono. He has worked for several 
social service agencies in Maine, and 
mosi recently worked as an Administra-
tive Assistant in ij:ospital Administra-
tion and an Instructor in Public Rela-
tions for staff employees at the Univer-
sity of California, San Francisco. His 
efforts were included in a University 
publication earlier this year. · 
B.J. brings considerably energy to the 
paper and a commitment to its purpose 
and growth. 
Our Paper is pleased to welcome him 
on board, and B.J . is pleased to be here. 
For information on advertising write or 
call Our Paper at P .O. Box 10744, Port-
land, ME 04104, (207) 773-5540. 
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letters 
bear Editors, 
Recently, my lover and I vacationed 
on China La.ke: Both of us have separ-
. ately · vacationed in Maine previously, 
but we' catne 'to MaineJate.this. sµminer 
'- imtjci:p~ti)lg 'th~ potenti,al. of a- perma-
. Iieht inove to: the ·Port1a.nd vii::1.i:i.ity 
' withiitthe ;next f~w y~ars. My lov~r has 
two grown children ahd I have_ a· ten-
' year-old ' son· 'who •lives with us. 
Natural_ly, we_are looking at life and in 
particular gay life in Maine froi;n many 
points of view. 
We were delighted to find that there is 
a developing degree of openness among 
gay men and women (particularly in the 
Portland area) which we had not 
expected. Coming from Washington, 
· D.C. wh~r.e gay' trien:a1,1d womep seldom 
. njiJ(, 'it"'~ wqnµ~rful to expe'riencfthe 
. sense of coimininity shared in lhe places 
: ·.-we visited bi.Mai,Iie.' . . . 
: Although we infrequentfy go to bars in 
D.C., we enjoyed tlie congenial and 
uncloseted atmosphere of the bars in 
Augusta and Portland. 
We both applaud the quality of the 
editorials and the writing in Our Paper 
arid plan to subscribe in order to keep 
abreast with activities in Maine. The 
difficulties of being gay in the more rural 
Pfil'U! of tlte State were obvious. We _were, 
QOwever,- pleased :at t1ie efforts b,eing 
: : *1~de _ ~ ~ ~h~o.s:e , are~s~ t9 . d~v~lop . ilet-
·works· of·gay men ·anti womeq. - - --
,.,i r • ~ _. , ..... . ~ '- ., . ~. t • , , ... , ~.... , - . .... ·":. 
.... . 'sincerely yours, 
Michael H. Finch 
P.S.: You may be interested to know, if 
you have not already heard, that the 
current issue of the Washington Blade 
mentions your paper in its Media 
Review section. In a column entitled 
Kisses and Curses, it sends you a kiss as 
follows: "And to Our Paper, eight-page 
monthly tabloid which last month 
became Maine's first Gay newspaper." 
,. ' ~ ' .. . - . . . . ' ,. . ~ 
- :· . ~ J-ij""'{,P- = ~"'.fl."" 
-To Our -Paper: 
I'd like to extend a public thank you to 
Tom Corbett and Tom St. John of Cycles 
for their efforts behind a successful 
defense fund benefit night for me on 
'""'"e>ctober 14 at their bar. Also, a thank 
you to all of you who have unselfishly 
donated your dollars. 
Terry Wallace 
_. _Brownvill~. Me. 
Our -Ads: My "-rspective 
By B.J. ·Aaron . · .. · .. · · · d · · . fr 'd f h 
, ' , , . · . · . ; our -a vert1sers om outs1 e o t e com-
It is hard to believe 'tii~f only ·a few munity, but is notlimited to them by any 
short weeks have passed since I began means. They risk losing cQstomers 
work on the pap_er. I have thoroughly 'offended by their supporting us, those 
enjoyed ·my work to date, ~nd feel guite who assume that they are a gay estab-
at home with the staff here !it Our, Paper. ·lishmep.t because they have placed an 
It is wondertful to have my'. work .re.late ad with us and who withdraw their 
so closely to my perso.nal goals and pur- patronage in an effort. to maintain the 
_ pos,e. I fe~l yery fortu~ate -fo be w.o_i:king :oppre~sio~. . 
for thepa_per, an)i be:Iiev¢ th;it I p.~ve a · _ We asa community hold power in t}:iis 
lot tJ> pf{er it i:µ re~u~n. . : , . , _ · . ~ situatiQn· as consumers. It .is. esseµtial 
· We as individuals and·a$ a_coIJ].lJlU¢ty 'that we: supp_prt 'our advertise.rs' and 
· are a1so'forfonate in b'.aving' tliis paper that they are aware that we are doing 
anq the information' 'netwQr~ that it this. It doesn't always have to involve a 
j:>rovid.es , :(oi: Q.S statewide., It is_ "ipade . purcha.se, either_. Believe it or not, we do 
possible by mahy, and in·par:ti<;ular by have , accounts based ·mainly on 
the efforts or' 'ou'r writers a:µa .iidver- .individuals s1uiporting our righ.t to 
tisers. Without . t}_ieir contri_butio'ns, we- .expression. Certainly these businesses 
would not have a pap_er. And without the appreciate and need our _patronage, but 
paper, wewo,uldn_othavethecollectivity what the majority of them are looking 
necess.ary to maintain and bqild.on the for is knowing that their contribution to 
strengths a,nd freedoJns that .we as a the paper i s . acknowledged _ and 
. COlpII].Uni_ty are C(?ini'I!_g ,to. kri~w here in appreciated by the community. So 
Maine, I see 'it (the,pap,ir) f!S be_ing yital _please, the next time you are in one Qf our 
: te· tlJ,e,gro}V\h of·'tb'e gayi'le~bta~C~om- . advertiserf establishments, : t~ke a 
· IIiuhily'iii Maine._: -~ : : _ : • -. , niinute to let them know. that YO"!l saw 
As Adverti~inif Ma,ni;i.ger, · I :am ' con- their ad in . Our Paper and appreciate 
stantly marketing . Our -Paper, its them supporting the paper. You'll no 
credibility and cause. Those who doubt get a smile in return! 
support the paper financially through And while I'm on the subject, I would 
· advertising and donations aid that like to publicly thank all of our adver-
cause and make the publication a possi- tisers old and new. I look forward to 
bility. They sacrifice financially in working with all of you, and greatly 
sharing their resources -with us. And appreciate the reception I have received 
they also . tak~. a risk financially by Q_Ver these past few weeks. 
supporting .tl\e .ef.fortl:? · 9f an' oppressed . It is a privilege to be working with all 
mil).ority. This' liolds true especially to of you. 
• ~ - - I ' ' • • • ~ • - - ' 
C0/1 \NG oOON ••• 
CLASSIFlEDS ~l 
NEtT \SSUE l-
\ . . . 
, ~ 1 ' " 
. . Please ~ote: Iri last month's issue "A 
. 
A Column . C'olqmn'
1 became jumbled during 
layout. It's incoherence was the fault of 
Our Paper, not Kate and Lois. We are 
reprinting it here with our sincere 
apologies. 
We have always believed that the Gay 
_Right~ . ~qvell!ent . w;ould Gome of age. 
. ,Comi,ng froP1 .its beginnings in gay rage 
, _ l!t $t9n_e.V\!:all,·~np_.gay liherl!'tion-in Pride 
_· ,Day marches, ~we. beg.Jin Qu:r:_ i~e~ora.ble 
- .climb eut :of ,the· closets, -and into . the 
. streets, .. t~e · tjty :halls,, .aIJ.d -the -st-ate 
. houses of this nation .. Unfortunately, 
even those . of us who watched this 
process from · the vantage point of 
having lived through the same struggle 
in the feminist movement we.re hope-
lessly hopeful and naive. 
In the· past sev.er.a,l ye~s the national 
.Giy, : Rights· . Mo.vement. has been 
.. i;;e_ri9q~ly . ~ffec;ted . by· jn.ternecine-war-
. far~ an,d vicio.us attack.!> - internally -
, , .,baseq,, w_,e bel~eve,. ,predQminantly on -
.. pQw.er and .class iijsl!es.' And · beca"!lse 
both of us have been actively. ·partici-
. pating on the nation!tl scene, we've had 
,the ,sorry, opportunity to observe close 
hand what men and women- can do to 
their sisters and brothers in the name of 
political purity a,nd gay patriarchy. 
We first witnessed the warfare waged 
tJu:ough,&everal gay. papers - primarily 
· the Advocate (o:ut of L.A.) and ene.ofits 
- _r.ovi~g ,repor:ters (who wrote the stories 
for . .the .other paper_s) -: to decimate and 
. 'tto .force· tlie •early , "retirementr>, :Of Lu:cia 
I'\:-; _ ,"''",,.l,,. ' ._ .. • .. 
Valeska, former Executive Director of 
the Nation-al -Qay --Task: · Force.' :The 
: "charges". were never very clear, 
; although NQTF- . w.as having tr.ouble 
: meeting it~ :pu,d~et : (who isn't?) :and 
· Lucia was a rlgeri'ng·so4t-e:w.ealthy w,hite 
: men by ~li~, :rad\cat fenH~ist direction. 
Some · elf' these> fellows -~nicceeded in 
ousting her. fretn :lier pqs~tion- . . -:co nat 
insiders to'.thatBoardMeetihgsaywas a 
classic : :Showdo\Vn . . betw'een gionied, 
"fastlan.e!', l).e)V moyeµi~i\t' folks , and 
grassroots·,· non-urlian- lesbian / gay 
organizers with:. a:f-e'lninist leaning.: You 
know who won. Waiting in the wings 
was a new Executive Director who:was 
acceptable to the "new-money" of the 
movement. . 
· And during this past year.; we've.seen 
:the same gay' papers with the s·ame gay 
'journalists - and the same -gay wealth 
create turmoil, report the turmoil, : and 
force the resignation of Steve Endean, 
Executive Director of the Gay R1ghts 
National Lobby. The "charges" we've 
read about in the gay ·press deal with 
GRNL's budget being too small, Steve's 
staff being too few and underpaid (read: 
gay people of SU bstance. wouldn't work 
for shit pay), and the Board of Directors 
not being wealthy enough (or not 
tapping someone else's wealth). In so 
many words, we've been told that more 
' gay money will begin to' flow if the 
a wealtliy " can choose the ' movement 
leaaers . . : . . . . . . 
'· -The politics of all tlii's smack: of old-
'time· oligarchy with new actors. Money 
a nd patriarchy and power positioning 
haven't seemed to change much, even 
· with a gay identity. And we fing. the gay 
press can create the news .while 
reporting the news just as well as 'the 
straight press. 
Sure, our movement needs money to 
survive - but it also needs all ofus who 
believe in justice and equality. We need 
·poor and rich, black and white, rural and 
urban, sophisticated and naive. Perhaps 
those in the- NGTF/ GRNL/ Press 
scenario could learn from Maine: 
We here in Maine have been very 
fortunate, not lucky; as it's been the 
deliberate doing of a lot of_good people. 
Our movement for lesbian and gay 
rights has been open, integrated, 
trusting, and decidedly feminist - at 
least in its political manifestations. And 
as in all nealthy families, dialogue has 
been the key. W ~ should be. proud of our-
' selves - but we cannot let up caijng ,apd 
comm'urlicatin'g', a • ,. ' ~ ; ' - J ·' • ' 
:i ~ . ! · / 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Help For The Homeless Homo 
The Gay People's Alliance wants to 
know about your housing arrangements. 
We want to help you, _yes you, -with all 
your housing needs thr~ugh qur room-
mate/housing refe:,;ral service. If you're 
looking for a roommate or a place to live, 
let us know. If you .have rentals avail-
able, let us know. . - . -
Contact the Gay People's _Alliance at 
92 Bedford St., Portland, 04102, or call 
780-4085. -
* Regretfully, 'burn-out has hit . those 
who have been'c,oorqinatingthiINTER-
WEA VE Portland ITT"<>Up. · They' have 
decided to suspend activities until such a 
time that folks who · want INTER-
WEAVE Portla.nd to come alive again 
surface. Thanks to those who worked all 
thos.e long hours with our efforts in 
Portland. If you are interested in 
bringing new. life ,to lNTER~A VE 
}:'ortl;iq~, ?aJl. ~i~h~rq._ at .77.2-0498. 
* Gay Radio Show? 
. . . 
A .Portland area radio station has 
offered air- time to.an individual-or group 
who wishes. to produce ~ wElekly one-
hour program .aimed -at a ·gay and 
lesbian audience. Cost for the air time is 
$80. The producers would sell ads and 
retain any proceeds above $80. For more 
information call Fred at 773-5540. 
. ·· .. . -*·.· 
- . . . ~ . . .. ~ -
. .. \. . . . 
. ' 
The YWCA, . at 8'7 Spring St. in 
Portland, will hold its Holiday Yard Sale 
on Saturday, Deceqiber 3.fr.om 10:00 to 
.4:00. Admission is fre~,,so come over and 
browse. It will be worth .~he trip: -
PURPOSE 
OUR PAPER is published monthly by the 
OUR PAPER Collective, P.O. Box 10744, 
Portland, .Maine .04104. The purpose of OUR 
PAPER is to ser.ve as a voice for lesbians and 
gay men in Maine. We wish the newspaper to 
be a source of information, support and 
affirmation, and a vehicle for celebration, by 
and for members of the lesbiaq al).d,gay men's 
communities. We want the paper to reflect our 
diversity, as well . 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
-
We will co:isider. ·for publication any 
material that broadens our un<Jerstanding of 
our lifestyles ~d of .eac,h otlier. Y}ews ~d 
opinions appearing in the pap.er are those of 
the authors only. . . . . 
All material' submittea. must be signed and 
include an address and/or phQne number, so 
· we cim · contact the author should we need to 
consider. editorial revisions. However, within 
the · pages ofc the newspaper; articles can 
appear anonymously, 'upon · request, and 
strict confidentiality ·will be observed. No 
revisions or rejections of material will occur 
without dialogue with the author. 
we welcome and encourage all our readers 
to submit material for publication: al)d share 
your commen~, crjticisms afid positive 
feelings with us. Retnember,- OURPAPER is 
Your Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is 
"the 10th of the 'month. _ · -
spBSC~IPTIONS 
Subscriptions .are $10 for.12 issues. Make 
checks payable to "OUR . PAPER." All 
submissions ' and correspondence· should be 
sent to OUR PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Port-
land, -Maine 04104. 
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE 
Fred Berger 
Skip Brushaber 
Doug Qruger 
Diane E 
Diane Matthews 
Jon LaGassey 
K. Max Melienthin 
Liz Moberg 
Elinor Goldbei:g 
Jim Merrill 
Some·members of the collective do not feel 
free to pu'blish their names. •., • 
' t • 
.. 
-
·'· 
. . . 
. . ' - . ;~ .... 
'. . . .. , . :i l '. . . 
-C~mmeJ~tQ,v~- -~· _- __ _ 
By Dij . 
~ .. , - ask a11 thoSe O~traged Americaps·What ell)oy· ··a ·cl~Se · worki~g -relation~hil). 
Gay men and lesbians in the niilitazy they expect if we plop ourselves· in the · According to the Ma'ine Times article on · 
... a topic · which, for me, brings up ~iddle of ·a · civil war to pJ:'.otec't ·an ' the ~oveµient (NoveIJ1ber 4, 1983), the 
feelings of·anxiety, sadness, perplexity 1so-Iated ' and · unrepres ent a t i ve 'November issue ofBowdoin's· new con-
and· frustration. I interviewed Diane government. . . . ~ervative newspaper will · include an 
Matthews, the lesbian discharged froin What happened in Beirut is a tragedy.. artii::le :opposh1g the co,Ilegi;{s divest-
ROTC when her lesbianism became I do feel for the people who 'lost 'family · · .~ent of.its stock in corporations having 
known to the· "higher-'ups" ( Our Paper, and friends. I also feel deeply. fot the interests in S'ou~h Afri~a. I. ani teinirided 
October 1983). I approached the ·inter- people who are daily lpsing family and , qf _S9t1th Africa 'and of how' the white 
view with all the open-mindedness · I frie~ds, their Ian~, their livelihood, the · . ·~outp A:(ripap gqvernme~t is-~upported 
could muster. And, I really enjoyed power to determme their future, opor- . by U.S. assistance. · . · . 
talking with Matthews at such length; '. tunities to have moments of peace in . 2) (White). SoutIJ Africans approved a 
Bringirtg:suitagajnstthemilitaryestab,;' their · lives , be·cause our milita ry ·· 'new Constit:Utio~allowingno'nwhitesto 
lishll).e~t took tremendous courage. But; mac;hine·either kills them directly, or by ' '.'i>;mic;ipa~e''. 'iri t he country's political 
I walked away from · the interview . ·propping up the repressive governments systein. Three (separate; of course) 
feeling' ,conflict~a. How do . I shovi' ~'or , counterrevolutionary movements par!fatments were established -whites, 
support to a gay man or a lesbian evicted that are killing them ( e.g. El Salvador, · "Colored" or "mulattoes," and Indians. 
from the Armed Forces when I find the Nicaragua, the Philippines, Guatemala · Blacks, of · course, are still totally 
Armed Forces abhorrent? How do I - to ·cite only a few examples). And gay excl1:1ded. -And, t li.e. President (who will 
resolve the "conflict in commitments" - men and lesbians are among those . be yvhite,: of course) will resoiv·e any 
two inove~ents which speak 'to and'. suffering. . . djspute~ "!:,etwe~ ' the· t hre'e· 'clianibers. 
r~flect_ some qf piy coi:e v~lues U.e~, gay" And then, the Marines i nvaded (Ah ' ._:;. 'Sweet' lioer'af reformiJ. I . ·am 
nghts and peace and disarmament); but. Grenada, a tiny Caribbean island, and a . · reniirided.again 'of the riature ofthe U.S.-
whose goals are· occasionally at odds.- Reagan aide stated, "Being a- su1ier- backed South Africa.ti system.' · ·. ' , 
Gay men and lesbians should not be. . power requires sacrifices and risks, and 3). ·Anti-gay· policies' ha:ve beeri _issued 
denied employment in-the Armed Forces to take on the world as we find it is not by the South African Defense F,0rce, 
due to our sexual orientation. However, I going to be cost-free." (Yes, Mr. Reagan causing concern among the gay and 
don't -·want us in there. I desperately Aide, and who really pays?) lesbian population (white, of course). 
want something better, something dif- And the Euromissles will be deployed. (I'm sure people of color in Africa would 
ferent,- from the collective "us." And the MX missile will be built. And welcome a few less bodies in the South . 
While doing the interview, I ignored the Senate recently approved the pro- African Defense Force.) I would like to 
my 'rage at the brutal, racist, inter- duction of a "new generation of nerve respectfully ask my gay and lesbian 
ventionist nature of· the American gas weapons." In fact, the Senate . counterpartsinSouthAfrica,andanyin 
military machine. I ignored my rage recently voted for a $253 billion military the U.S. who ate concerned'about such 
over the fact that American service- spending bill which included every discrimination, ·who, if ·not the SADE, 
people do not jus_t sit quietly on bases: . _. _m~jgr, we~pc;ms. progt:~m .z:e.qu~~ed .b-x. •• ~ l.l,\ughj;~rs . n«:_<>plE: . ?f. .£olo1: jn, ~oµtji 
scattered throughout · the world being · · Reagan - 1i'nd-the bill was still'$9 bHlion ' ~ 'Afric~i • and~-defenas • ·t'M • • apartheid 
engineers, mechanics, physicians and below Reagan's most recent- request. system for the State. Gay men and 
computer programmers (which in and of Gay men and lesbians in the military ... ! lesbians in the military .. .let us reflect on 
itself.concerns me, as that land could be want our courage to be who we are, that our own oppression and come to under-
used to·feed people rather than to store courage we exhibit when we actively stand how we oppress others. 
-'American military hardware). I ignored resist the heterosexual norm, channeled Which brings me to the point of all 
my rage · over the fact that the basic towards saving the planet. these ramblings. I w ant to see gay men 
business of the Armed Forces is to kill Recently, I had a week's vacation. One and lesbians leaving the Armed Forces 
people when the interests of a few (rich of the tl>ings I traditionally do on my en masse. I do want to ·see us winning 
and powerful) Americans are vacations -is take my stack of unread discrimination suits against the 
threatened. Gay men and lesbians in the GCN's, Off Our Backs, Bay Windows, military establishment, and then 
military .. .! want something better for Peacew·orks and other newspaI?_ers that stating proudly, "Thank you, Your 
us ... and for our gay and lesbian com- pile up and yellow before I get to them, Honor, and I have also decided not ~ 
rades in other,~UJJ.~. . . and read tJ:lem. It's a ~tu~l. Wi~hin that , retf1.!iir.". I ~ can':t _su_pport ,~ur . eff~tt&:-to 
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stay in because I can't support us being · 
there in the first place. I don't want my 
money, my actions, my ~nergy to go 
t9wards keeping us in. I ·can say pub-
licl,}', when. djscrimint3tjo~ c;>ccurs, that 
.w~ ~hc;iuld not ·be ¢vij:ted'because of our 
s'exua\ prefer~nte; . .r .IIiusi : alsp : say 
publicly that I hope w'e would be evicted 
. beca1,1se of our refusal 'to i>arlicil)ate in 
·~y' ~d11ger, ·~ui: ·r~r)isi:11 io ·s.uppbrt 'any 
. longer, the-military niachine. And, when 
requested to ma~e a financial donittion 
to help defray legal expenses in suits 
against the Armed Forces, I will honor 
that request, but by contributing the 
amount to a peace group or a group 
working to stop U.S. intervention in 
Latin America. 
I want "gay" to mean a · vision for a 
different world. I want "~ay" to:~~an 
COpl!D"!lllity; ne~ values : of friendship, 
· bonding, c<inhe'ctedness wjth others. I 
want (•gay" "to nieail an' un derstanding 
of how our s~rugglEls .for liber.ation are 
both similar to and different from the 
struggles of gay people and' other 
oppressed people throughout the world. 
We can use our own experience to under-
stand the experiences of others, and we 
have a responsibility to make those 
connections. And, we have some 
difficult choices to make - especially 
when the.military Oleani, education and 
jobs· for so many in a society with such 
/ piassive. UnEtmpll)yJllen.t' .. And.'- ~e :h~ve 
. numerous challengeffaciilg, \11~ ':-- . one 
being working t 'cr.change a: sysl:ein;' in 
whatever way we can, which offers such 
limited educational and employment 
opportunities to people. And, . from our 
own experiences in having choices 
taken from us, due to our sexual pre-
ference, let us look at the choices we may 
force on others. The words of one of our 
recent Guatemalan visitors came to my 
mind. Referring to her speaking tour of 
the United States, work which places 
her in serious jeopardy should she ever 
return to her country, she stated: "Im ust 
do this work. My people, ijre .dying.' '. 
Recently, the . ,".Ie11s-than-1ust-peace- week I read the !ollowUig new 1tems: · r- • 
keeping' ' Marines were "massacred" in 1) A conservative movement is 
B~.witJi . . 
new clubs, a newspaper, and consider-
able strength in student government." 
As you can well imagine, they and 
Bowdoin's Gay Straight Alliance do not 
sings . 
bafflement and shock over the" dreadful 
carnage" ("How could such a horrible · 
thing happen!?!") or outrage and a "let~-
get-' em-patriotic-furor." And I want to 
By Kate and Lois 
We want to devote this month's 
· l)ear ~aybee 
column to AIDS. We want to do so to 
expl:ain how, as lesbians, AIDS became 
our issue. It was not an automatic 
journey. 
Last winter, as most of you know, the 
Mai.Joe Legislature considered a bill (for 
- the fourth time) to make discrimination , .. 
Dear· Gaybee, 
I am one of those people who never 
dreamed they'd be writing to you. The 
problem is my parents. Mom and Dad 
(not their real names) have thrown me . 
for area} loop by "comin, out." It seems 
that they at e heterosexua:l. . 
Gaybee: you'd ·never'have guessed. 
Dad was the perfect queen. Earrings 
in every hole, out every night with "the 
girls," etc. ·The man.has more allig_ators 
than the . Everglades and wears ·mQre 
purple than the Pope. His wrists make · 
Gumby look stiff. · - · 
As for Mom, move over Mr. T. I mean 
the woman is butch. Just last week she 
did two days in the slammer for imper-
sonating a· roadblock. Need I say more? 
All these years f ve been so blind to 
their carrying on .. The thought of them 
i•toge.ther'! . makes · me · sick. Can it 
possibly be just a phase? Where have I 
failed? 
Signed - · DISGAYED IN W. 
BUXTON . . 
Dear Dis: Slow down :and go easy. 
Many straight" people.live· productive, 
fulfilling livEls. In fact, fo many ~rofes-
sional circles it is no longer considered 
an illness. I have consulted with my . 
experts in this aiea who advise me that 
it won't "just go away." Theyurgeaccep· 
tance. So wake up and smell the poppers, 
kiddo. It's 1983. Write back in £welve 
·year~rnnd let me know how you're.doii;ig. 
I care. . . . . . .. . 
. ' . 
J ' ..A"-. . '" • . ~~ · ~~ ~~ - . 71•~ ,~~1!™~·,,.,, : l ~v . ,.\. 
Dear Gaybee, 
• . , · . ~ • , .against. _g~Y!'· _al]d. -l!!Sl:>i{ll\13 .ill~g!il . i~ . . 
• ' . ~ . • • . · . ·enip'foyrni!nt,-housirig; pub1ic 'aCcOn1mo-· 
Winter's coming and the park is too 
cold. Where else can I go to meet people? 
Also, do .you know where I can get a left 
front fender for a '57 T-Bird? 
Signed - GE'ITING COLD 
Dear Cold: Sorry it'.s taken me so long· 
to respond. By now you've no doubt 
frozen. Let's face it, honey, if all's you're 
getting is cold in the park, it's time to 
check out some options. Portland offers 
a }qt in terms of org~nizations, coffee 
houses, bars, etc. The Gay People's 
Alliance (G.P.A.) offers a referral s.ervice 
to these andmore. You can reach them at 
(207) 780-4085. 
As for the fender, this is not a clearing-
hosue. However, you might give Butch 
(~ee above letter) a call. Sounds like she 
might be P:iVY to such' info. 
Dear Gaybee, 
I" want to come out soon to my family 
a'nd need sQme pointers on ~ow to go 
about i_t. Any help from your ·rf;laders 
would be greated appreciated. . . 
Signed - WANTS OUT. 
Dear Wants: Here's your letter. I hope 
that it will bring some response from our 
readers . How about it folks , anY. sugges· 
tions? 
What's yo{ir problem? You1l,feel better 
after getting it off? Write Dear Gaybee 
care of Our Paper, P.O. Box ' 10744, 
Portland, ME. 04104. · All letters are 
subject to editing for pppte.nt . and 
length. · ' ' ' · ' '·' ·· · ··"' 
dations, an!f ~edit. And, of course, it 
had its public hearing. By the time we 
arrived in Augusta, the hearing room 
was packed, so we took chairs to the 
front and started a new row - directly in 
front of Betty Stevens (aka Mrs. Deane 
.• 
unique &. beautiful clothing 
· . from ~her1? 
41 :Exchange St. . Portland 
•. -.J · :-, .. ,.,r~ r,.c I- '- ' ~ t .. ' .. , 
"Stocky" Stevens) and a man who was 
later identified as her fundamentalist 
Baptist minister. (If you haven't had the 
"pleasure" of Mrs. Stevens, just wait for 
the state's newest "hateful Christian" 
pronouncement and she'll be involved.) 
Sen. Gerry Conley, never more 
eloquent, led off the testimony.~? as 
he finished, he brought the Judiciary 
Committee regrets ·from bill co-sponsor 
Harlan ·Bak,er,-()f.Portland, who was ill 
and ·unable' t<r ·attend the hearing. A 
voice directly behind us said "probably 
has AIDS;" another voice replied "I 
hope so." That moment reaffirmed for 
both of us the belief that not all 
Christians are "Christian." In addition, 
to a bigoted hateful world none of us is 
safe from condemnation, no matter our 
sex - indeed, no matter our sexual 
preference. . 
Then came Symposium X. We had not 
expected to , be .· So -moved by John 
Preston's speech ~ hispers_onal account 
ofhis ·friend with'AIDS. we·both began 
to understand,. deep inside, the incre-
dible isolation and alienation . being 
suffered by AIDS victims even within 
our own community. How could we, 
society's pariahs, do this to our own? We 
cannot and look ourselves in the mirror 
.:.AIDS had become our issue too. 
The other night we watche_d the CBS 
News account of babies with AIDS and 
we· cried. And we got angry ... because we 
knew that that story probably clid more 
for AIDS funding · than · hundreds of 
stricken gay men:. And· yet we · were 
grat-eful for the lielp·.' Such •a ·_tangle of 
emotions: · . <... • • • • • • 
And maybe most of all w-e worry.....:. not 
yet about our own lives, although we 
know we should. We worry about the gay 
men we care about and in some cases 
love and who live daily with a fear that 
is nearly incomprehensible · in its 
enormity. And we rage a- ·at ' a ·nation 
that- can· -argue: 'about a ,few . mUlion 
dollars ·for. AIDS ·research ~nd: yet c;an 
spend $400 million fo.r· a 'B:1 bomber or 
-, ,$2 . .5 millic;m l@r-each' M~ !>tank. When will 
the insanity end? · 
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Castro Street. Casa Loma, whic~ is a gay We've been th!nkiI1;g a?out tha~. sine.er· • ~~ 
hotel-not in the _Castro, but 1~ a g_ay· we've _starte·d •. It S;Sl.l,Gl) ~-s~ary,S~l,fiEf tt>, • c· .,_ 
owned business-Just started p1cketmg orgamze because you. .ko9w you ;re gomg,_ ' 
this week asking for union representa· to .lose your job, especially if you don't Cf~ 
tion. Employees from other restaurants have protection and are found out. It's ~ v'-
come by our picket lin~ frequentl~-:~?t st;i!l p.ap! .for us to figure out how to . get X ma S op·e' n'. ho use 
so much anymore, but m the begm'ni.hg - -in touch with other people. I certamly , 
-saying, "We're really_ interested. We can't walk into ,aQother restaurant ~nd i~ , d d. · • 4 
don't want to be s~en with you, because talk to a'n 'emplo'yee or be seen havmg ~~ sun a y . e c 
'we'lf get 'fired, but. we ·do warit to know coffee with an employ1:1e, brca-qse_ if i}1e 2 ~J. · . . . . · .. ' f;]o . ,I • • · 
what's g~in{{ on_ .. . " · . · owner ·oi: so'm'eone in. the nei~tl:b~rfio?.d,. 
We didn't expect it to be~ome s~ch a recognized me. and -~ld th_e o_Vf?~~' ~h~t. , · ·, · . . , · .. 
big issue in the ~ay comm~mty. We re a_ll . person cou~d-very !~kely los~ _his or ~er , \.~ . . 
just real surpnsed t~at 1t became _this Job. There 1s a fe_a~ m the bµs~ness_ ~on;· . -....,.;:---,_,. 
big. I think if it hadn t, a lot of us might munity of orgamzmg. So I thmk ~hats 
be less determined to see it through be- going to happen is ·to do leaflet~ng, to 
cause you know it's hard to live on $50 a have meetings that people caq. feel_ free 
week. [Laughter.] But it's real important to go ~o, to eµcp~_rage peo_ple.to do thmgs .. 
.that we.win, so that it doesn't discourage Rather than just saying, ''.Well, ~e're out, 
other workers. from dojng it. . . . - . there 'and 'if peqple pre, ~n~¢r_e~te?: fh,ey'Jl 
' j 
'we-fiope Luisa doesn't close; she mi'ght. come ·ancf talk to . us,' .. we'll actually be . 
open su~days_ 'ti! -XfT!as . 
' • ' • - .. • • l • • • ..,. 
But t~a·t w6uldn't·b_e"as b~d as ifwe gaye saying,, '-'Plea$e ,eome ,aQd, t_alf ~o .us ,.if 
up.'. flo.pe(ul\y° ..y'e will "'.ih,'business ~ll you 'wapt,'' ,ana givi.n!i p.e~;ple. n?~b!j~S 
come back, · and other people can see it. of places to go. How much energy that 
If that happens, l think a lot of restau- will take and how fast it will happen, I 
rants will start to organize. A lot of_ don't know, but I think it will happen. 
owners in the Castro apparently have John: 'J'hat's very encouraging. And 
started offering more benefits to keep the it's really interesting to me to see the con-
union out. That kind of thing has gone frontation between owners and workers 
beyond the Castro, too, which is impor- when it's all in a ~ay setting. Five or ten 
tant. It's getting attention in other cities. years ago, ~ gay-owned business was an 
Apparently this is the .fi.rst time there anomaly. :, r~ally 'unusual. And.now, to. 
have been successful att:empts in a gay . witness aissatisfied gay vvorkers prga,n· 
n~i?ppqr.:~qo~r:al}d ~P-~~if}~.lil~lY, g:1f ~~eas. iz,i~~ i~ :ilk~:~ iufpior im,ji~~ !)~ th,e. cu}tui:~ . 
tQi¥fl·il~R~rr ngh\~. ~o •• ~~~s. ~&..,rr.rmi: ~- at ,k\Ig~; :t.J,nfo,i:t1mat~ly .. ~t g~v.r I.I,~ .~h.~. I 
yp_nil.,., , . • ~ 1; 1, : , ~ ,,, , . 1 · • mfZss.ag~·that . .a loj;-.q(~.ay P~.O-P. E;l, are n?ti , 
· ~(1.11,,.~ ft's cer~ai~y ~nspmng tp wi.t- really that different in e~sen9e from tfi~ir 
ness ih1s e;onsohdation of power thats straight counterparts . . . that they ~e 
taking place. What can you, relate about willing to exploit other members of their 
the Lesbian/ Gay Labor Alliance? Have same minority. 
you had any .contact with them? MicJ,~(;,Jeah, one. of the Labor Alli-
Michael: Yes, they've been really sup- ance phrases is "A 'boss is a boss is a 
portive from the very beginning. I think boss." That's been a really exciting thing 
the Alliance started last December; it for me being in San Francisco: thJJ.t 
might not eve_n be t~at old. It's mostly "gay" isn't the common de~ominatgr. 
gay and lesbian umon members who It's something that you have m comm{?n· 
have, I think, a real healthy and objec· with gay sisters and brothers, but it's not 
tive ~ttitude about unions: they kuow a common denominator. It's real ,impor· 
that . ~ ~~'-',Pd,,n ' ~c~rtfor tant to see. lrai-·a'lot offfie.gay,ft)'mmu· 
wo!k« ~gh , T'i~ · ~so JmoJ, .~at nity wa,'8'" thes: pY rigqtsi:go .' that 
umo 'fi e• hi~ton<,al\~ 'Deen · homo· .they're f:ree lo expl o,t those gay counter-
phobic and that, until the past few years, parts. It's real neat to be in San Francisco 
there has been no such thing as gay where you can get involved in other 
rights within unions. So part of the func· issues, and the fact that you're gay or 
tion of that organization is to encourage straight isn't an issue at all. You don't 
people to ·organize·and to talk to unio_ns. have to put so much energy into gay 
There's a group of people workmg rights. It's important to make sure that 
through the Alliance and through the those things are maintained, and that 
AIDS/ KS Foundation who are goinEf to progress is made, but you can be involved 
unions to talk about AIDS, encouragmg in other things that are important to you. 
people not to be afraid ofit. The Alliance And you can look at the community and 
i~ currfntly supporting a -m·an -who's. su- wark qn. i;iroblems :witq.in that commu-
ing hi~ union_ for r,wt~~f ng:~imf~~ral ni.t:y.,1, .,., , ,. .;1, ; · ,, .- ,"," •' • , • .. • ... ,,:· 
leave when his lo~c~.So they r~ do- WPDATE: Binee th'is d:1.ter.oiew was , · 
ing a lot of good work. ' given, ,the management ·of Luisa's Res-
Joh'a: Is there anyother.organiied·sup- taurcint and . the ·unionized employees 
port around the' gay' labor issue? have signed a one-year contract provid-
Michael: Well, one of the gay Demo- ing: J) the establishment of Local 2 as 
cratic clubs, Alice B. Toklas, is forming bargaining agent for the employees; 2) 
a labor caucus within the club to, again, grievance procedures; 3) provisions re-
encourage employees to check into quiring just cause for discipline or dis-· 
what's going on. I think that Harvey missal; and 4) seniority control over 
Milk Democratic Club.already has some- schedules, lay-offs, shifts, and promo-
thing. Anyway, the other clubs are do- tions. In addition, workers won an auer-
ing similar things, maybe not as for- age increase of J 11 r,. in wages with guar-
mally .as Toklas, pi.rt th~y are definitely anteed avertime p(J,y: A health •pl:an will 
watching and mo?iliz~ilft· • • ' . be placed in ,effect after ·business returns · 
It seems that inQst ,iteqpl,e are fee.hng to ·normal. , Strikers 'are du:e to receive 
that tlil! time has come when gay people $7500 tdtal in baak ,pay,r;ettlement.· Tliis 
have the same labor rights as other peo- month (November) a:ll the economic 
pie. issues are due to be renegotiated after 
We're at the point, at least in San Fran- allowing one month for the re-esta&lish-
cisco (probably only in San Francisco), ment of business. Michael is quoted in 
where people are no longer willing to be Coming Up, a San Francisco gay paper, 
exploited for the "privilege" of working as .t;aying, "The community support re-
in a gay restaurant. According to some duced business to a trickle. That's what 
union figures , wages are lower in gay brought Luisa around. I hope we can fin-· 
areas than in other areas' in the city. A ish off the bargaining in goad faith in, 
lot of th,ati-sjtist banking on the fact that November." . . . . 
a lot of people ~rf · coining froJn . M~ine, . . ~ . __ 
or :vhere~er~ ~°:d are just so relieved ,to -5-T "· T'E lI THE A'T'RE · , . . 
be m San Francisco-to be whete they;re ::1-_K I NI . ·. 
·rr~~: 'aT;i01.1t: '1:.heir· ·fiomisQ~u~lit:y.:..wat -· - - - ""'c;, ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · : 
tp~y'll put up with exploitation. It's just : ; · '"'- • - · C NEM 
not true anymore here. It's fairly easy to MAINES GAY .~pULT I A 
~rk and be out a lmost anywhere in San . ~: • *' 
F~ancisco now! 'so that "privil_ege''. i,s just New Show ; ~" 
milt important anymore. I ~hmk it s the . · . 
beginning of a lot of union_ activity. . _. Every Wednesday 
·''· 
I •.'•I 
.. . ) .· 
' ' 
... _ ·-' 
Deadline for next 
issue is 
·-December 13. 
ATTENTION: 
Substanc~ Abuse 
In Our Community 
OUR PAPER WILL FEATURE AN ISSUE ON 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN OUR COMMUNITY IN 
JANUARY. 
REVIEWS; 
WE WELCOME ARTICLES: BOOK 
P'ERSONAL EXPERIEN.CES Wl;TH 
OURSELVES, OUR ' FAMILIES AND FRIENDS; 
POETRY AND INTERVIEWS. MANY MEMB,ERS 
OF OUR COMMUNITY WORK I.N .T.HE FIELD 
AND MANY. Of US ARE R,E_COVERIN.G ~BUSER·s ·. 
PLEASE SEND US MATE~IAL. 
THANK YOU, 
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE 
• I :There:s 'atjotqer 'grqup th?,t'.s star:tmg · C S 
otpeop!~}"'.h;o ,h1av~.~1!PP<>fted us _op ,the 609 ongress t. pi&et !me and who-w~e supportmg-the • - ·, 
Deli. They ·wiH, ·h0pefully · through the Por:tland 773 - 1714 ) . • l · ···········~"'·---.... ". 
'. 
4'"bian/ Gay Labor Alliance, wprJ.< .witbll,~:Jfl!!ll!l!!'-l!!!l!!ll!llill' ••••••••••••••· " .. ' ) ,·, . 11 ,· " ,. 1 ,.t. ,, ..,.,. ... : , i« , , , i. 1, o· .. -,• , .•• • ··~, ·, I fl,~· ~,.;"-. ~. :t~f"OT1>"jJ"('···.,~.'." .. \-.~ ............. . -·. 
.. . ... '- . ), " \ --.\;., . ., .... ., ..... ' .. 
'l ... ' . 
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OR-GAN:JZA TIONS-
', GAY PEOPLE~S :ALLIANCE 
. . . .. ~ .. ' ' 
'• . . : , 
GPA Hosts GHAC 
--. · 'GPA Update . 
By Jim Merrill 
..... 
< By Jim Merrill 
Some people refrain from swallowing : . 
On Nove~ber 4, the Gay Health semen. These are all ways of reducing .• GPA's fimtliaising is ' taking hold. 
Action Committee based in Portland the risk of catching AIDS. The goal in ~ Raffle tickets were sold 'at a rate of .50 
came to the Friday night general. ri,sk reduction is to. eliminate the ·: ea~h 0 or three for a $LOO. First price was 
meeting of the Gay People's Alliance. A · exchange of bodily flu~ds .. : : a p~ir 'of tickets to each of five' plays 
room in the Luther Bonney Auditorium· - One person shared his VIews with the : produced by the Portland Stage Com-
was rented and a film was presented on group which I found very depressing pany at the ri.ew Portland Performing 
AIDS. The information was basically. and after hearing his fears of mortality, - Arts Center ($125 value). Second prize 
outdated to a majority of the people I felt a great deal of compassion for this was dinner for 'two at the Swan Dive 
present at the GPA meeting. person. He, for a period of time, prac- Restau'rant. Tiii:ra prize· was dinner for 
The meeting adjourned back to the . ticed riS:k reduction but found that a twb at the Vinyard · Reskurant t$40 
Student Union Building where a dis- great deal of his enjoyment was being value}.;The-drawi'ng'was'llelci Nov'ember' 
cussion which had begun at Luther robbed from him. In light of this he now ~- 18.' · '. · - · ' ' ' '' ' ·' ·' ' 
Bonney Auditorfom was,' contiinied. · practices no risk ·reduction at all a-nd ·•1pov~ being··oun·rl 'Ilifaine'.'~bumpe'r 
What occurred was a discussion of what constantly is faced with the auestion of stickers are still ' available ·at the GPA 
AIDS risk reduction meant · to some "Do I or do I not have AIDS'?'; AIDS has office for $2 . 00 apiece. Also planned for 
people. Several persons shared their a long incubation period, so it is possible fundraising was a flea market at the 
fears. One person in particular shared to have AIDS and not know it. · Portland Exposition Building on 
his fear of mortality, which most people It was the sharing of our fears which November 20. . 
had in common. If anyone should made for the intimacy of the group and October 14 at Cycles, Tom Corbett 
contract AIDS, he will die. This is a fear at the conclusion of the meeting we all sponsored a fund raiser to benefit Terry 
shared by all gay males. We all practice held hands as we sat in a circle. While we Wallace, a former ambulance driver who 
risk reduction. but it is the de~ee to were holding hands, I closed my eyes wasfiredonthebasisofbeinggay.GPA 
which we practice it that is our choosing. and felt a great calm inside me. My mind members wre present to help support the 
Should we · totally abstain from sex? was totally at ease for that short caustr arid, Phil wrote a check in the 
This is risk reduction to some. Some, mo~eIJt. I hQpe I will be .as fortunate in .amount of $25 (from GP M. Jt mjght also'-
people prefer mutual masturbation: ' '. \he,ftlture to expe)'len~e such a feeling ~ -noted 'that-an' ano.nyni~iis coupiHroni· 
Others use a contlom tluring intercourse. agairr. . , . the'ITTOUp' were audioned off as-''sla-ves'l' 
to 'benefit the· cause. . r • • • • • ' 
Well, they're putting it to us again. 
Homophobia triumphs in the end, much 
to my dismay, frustration, and anger. 
I ..ct me tell you what happened. I stopped 
into the office of the Caribou Chamber 
of Commerce to check on their plans for 
the l<'chruary, 1984 Winter Carnival. 
NLN entered the snow sculpture two 
years ago (we skipped last year for lack 
of enough snow and enough interest), 
and last year we put a small advertise· 
~cnt in the Winter CatAival Hooklet. 
Well , Cindy Hebert, Assistant Director 
of the Caribou Chamher,:suid to me, " I 
have something . to tell you that you 
won't like. '. ' The scoop was this: 'l'he 
Chamber wil·I not accept 1;amhda's ad 
in this year's booklet. Why? Hccause of 
threats from other advertisers that if 
Northern r ,amhda's ad appears, they 
will not advertise. And, accordi ng to 
Cin dy, they barely break even on the 
booklet and even lost some money last 
year, so they can't afford to lose adver· 
tising- revenue or else they would not 
have a h<>oklet. (The booklet contains 
the week's activities schedule and short 
descriptions of' the various winter 
events.) 
News&Views 
from the Tap of Maine 
by Benny sans the Jets 
had no ·reactions; the complaints were 
voiced by businesspeople whose display 
ads a1>pc.ared in other parts of the hook· 
let. (Our ad read: "Northern Lambda 
Nord-lesbians and gaymen-Northern 
Maine and Northwestern New Bruns· 
wick-support-discussion groups-
partics-newslettcr-dances-library-
support-NLN-Hox 990-Caribou-
047:l6-207/ 498-6nG6.) 
So, the NLN Executive is meeting 
December 4 to discuss our course of ac· 
tiori. Thus far, the consensus appears 
that NLN will submit another advertise· 
ment with a check and see what the 
Chamber's reaction is. We'd like some 
advice from others. Do we sue them? Do 
we have g-rounds'? Do we file a forn:.ial 
complaint with the Human Rights Com-
mission? Docs this violate First Amend· 
mcnt rights in some way? Sho~.{ld we 
approach the Maine Civil Li~erties 
Union? Shall we do all or none' of the 
above? Personally, I refuse to roll over 
and play dead. The advcrtiseme'nt did 
not contain a nything- obscene or offcn· 
sive, unless you're bothered hy seeing the 
words, " lesbian and gay." It makes me so 
mad as I write this that I want t<i go over 
.to the Chamber and scream in their 
faces. 
In addition to serious functions which 
the GPA partakes in, we have been quite 
fortunate to have had some very enjoy-
able social events. These include. an 
snow for another Winter Carnival sculp-
ture! They can't keep us Lambs from 
1>laying in the snow! 
Here are our planned activities for 
I )ecem her: every Wednesday evening is a 
l .amhda Ot:fice , par,ty, a-nswering the 
Phoneline, sorting and filing the maj1~ • 
re·<·>rl{ani:t.ing, tlrn· librury;-an'o JU!i.t 'dish· 
ing. '.l'wo. parties . are planned for this · 
month: a Christmas party with a "Yan· 
kce Swap" and a Gayla New Year's J<;ve 
party, both bei ng held in locationstin cen· 
tral Aroostook. It's a fun month , so not 
much business is conducted. There is an 
Executive Co_mmittce meeti ng, as I men· 
tioned, on December 4. At our November 
'27 meeting- in Woodstock (New Rruns· 
wick), wc'. 11 he discussing election of offi· 
cers; there may .be a husi nei;;s meeting- as 
wel.l ,as a di.sc.us.sion gro.up in Dc!-oember. 
IL.anyone .is .plarming t(') be in our ant!}, 
please. foci. free, to call the.'Ga;Y. Ph<meli.ne 
(896-n888). S1imeone answers tho Hhone0 
line Wednesday cvening-s, 7·9 1pm ~ you 
may leave a message at other times. 
An , we'd like to hear people's opinions 
about the Chamber of Commerce epi· 
sode; you may call or write us at POB 990 
in{.:aribou,.047:!6. M,irci heaucoup. Hop· 
ing ovcryone ·has a happy holiday season 
and .Best ·Wishes for a healthy, prosper· 
ous, and homophobic-free L984: In 
lesbian-gay unity, love from the Lambs 
• 
0 Hf the N1·1rth: Haa·a·a·a! . 
... 
outin.g to Wolf Neck s,;.~ Park, ~ ~t' 
luck supper and a Post Halloween Party. · 
The Gay P~ple's Alliance News, a 
publication put together by members of 
the GPA, was mailed on November 3. 
This reached approximately 300 persons 
on the mailing list. Contributions to the 
newsletter or help with the newsletter 
may be done by calling Phil at 780-4085. 
The newsletter . will will be co.m.ing out . 
every two months.. : . · · 
Mur;ro.ugh. · .O~Bri~n~ ' pu,r Qttpmey, · 
SPQke on NovemBer 18 on various . 
aspects of.l;lom9s~ixu~tity_and the'Law. 
Diane Matthews will "speak . at the 
meeting on December 9 about her Maine 
Civil Liberties case against the U.S. 
Army. 
Virginia Apuzzo, Executive Director 
of the National Gay Task Force will be 
speaking at USM February 2, 1984. The 
GPA, Board of Student Organizations 
and the Bureau of Cultural Affairs at 
USM are funding the appearance of Ms. 
Apuzzo. · · · · 
A r~t;P~o.n afle~ ¥s.; J\puz~'.s ~~Ii ' 
wili be'hel<l at 'the Soilesta Ho'telwhrth I 
will b~ ful)df(i_ by ~veral gar ~wh~·, 
businesses. These are Cycles, Spring 
Street Gym, The Underground, Back-
street, Bill's Coffee House and Wood-
ford's Cafe. Thanks to all of those listed 
above fo! ~their financial support. 
Jl:,I'.J 
:.a!JO·~,..- '~ 
. ... , ~ i ' ~, ... ~ f 
f'f .... ,., ., . ~ ,.:":_ j 
"You would not believe," she told me, 
"well , you '!"ould probably believe, hut I 
did not believe the numherof phone calls 
and the amount of negative reaction we 
received because of the NLN advertise· 
mcnt. Hill (the Chamber Director) told 
these people that we had no legal 
g-rounds to refuse the ad." But, it seems 
that they've made a decision to do jµst 
that. Bow to homophobic .pressure. and 
refuse our money. In spite of the fact that 
"I'm a feminist," said Cindy, it sec.ms 
that money speaks louder than princi· 
pies. "I understand your concerns about 
the financial aspect," I said, "hut if you 
do as they request, you are just as wrong 
as they are." No comment on her part. 
Curious, thoug,h, , thijt,. ~~~ .ot~~r-p,,dver· . 
tiscrs on the same page as the NLN ad 
J<;noug-h of the had news. Good thing-s 
are also happen ing here in the County. 
NLN has found itself with a "speakers' 
bureau" of sorts. Members of Lambda 
have been invited by Dr. Roger Richards 
of the University of Maine at Presque 
Isle to discuss homosexuality and gay 
and lesbian people with his "Human 
Sexuality" class. Lambda wrote to him 
earlier and he accepted our offer to "use 
us as a resource." 
8°0°0 ° K O S 
Not everything is anger and homo· 
phobia up north. Life is wonderful. We've 
had snow on the ground since November 
16-all that rain down-country was 
~1li!,1; ';IP.11~11l· l.oi1k~ ~i~~ jt. wil!pc a good 
winter. Perhaps there will he plenty of 
. .. 
<>. E <> T 
3H F.XCIIANGE STREET 
P O R T L A N D 7 · 7 4 . ii 6 2 6 
FINEST'KIND HQQKS.EP.'ER.s' 
(under new mtlntAtfement) . 
/"' 
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lesbian Journalist Fights Back: · 
" .
Chris Madsen 
v. 
The Christian Science Monitor 
By Fred Berger 
Christine Madsen had a promising 
career as an editor of The Christian 
Science Monitor in Boston. When her 
employers discovered that Chris is a 
lesbian, Chris was abruptly fired. She is 
now sueing The Monitor. On a recent 
visit to Portland, Chris spoke to Our 
Paper. 
-~ 
who it happened to. And I was in a posi- protect everybody and you just don't 
tion where I could really do something speak out against the Church. You just 
about it. I had a real clearcut case of don't take a position that puts you in 
being fired for my lesbianism. The facts opposition to your church leaders. It's 
about my firing were undisputed. Not just .not done. 
only that, I had a strong network of There's another part of that. After I · 
friends in the Boston area who I could wasfiredlwenttooneofthemembersof 
turn to for support. _ the Board of Directors, the governing 
I had the kind of situation where the body of the church, and I asked what 
FB: Chris, could you describe exactly possible consequences to me personally would have happened if I had denied I 
how you were fired? at that point wouldn't be that great. I was a lesbian. And she told me there 
CM: It started in the most ordinary had lost my job. I had lost my church, f would have been an investigation. My 
way 'you could imagine. I was sitting at W8j'I out to my parents. I didn't have a lot church would have looked into my 
my4esk working. I was pulled aside by a left, I suppose, to lose. And I decided that private life. I'm sure that this is som~ 
fri~ , .... a ...,dear frif11j _wh9 l l}.ag_ \VOJ'\ eq _ \_he_~e1:.1.e!'i-ts~ of gojng ... M.eqd,..wj t.lf ~lavy; • , thing w;hich. m~st ha~e o.ccurred,to, oth~r 
clo~wi.th for ~..years, who··fuld · • inhf' w-O'llltl ~fai ·oufweigli .. tJ,i~ ... pe\ts'onal • people ui -the newsroom. If they speak 
me that there were stories going around hardships that might occur because ofit. out in support of me then would their 
the newsroom about me, stories having I just had a real good opportunity. lives be investigated? Would someone 
to do with my lesbianism, stories saying FB: Were your employers surprised then go looking for the skeleton in their 
that I had tried to entice someone into a when you sued them. closet? In some ways I couldn't blame 
lesbian relationship, and she wanted. to CM: Yeah, Ithink t!iey were shocked. . them for not speaking out, but I sure 
know if thev were true. I know that they had called other gays would like it if they did. 
I thought we were talking as friends. I and lesbians in before for this kind of · 
example of the way the church can flip-
flop on issues or interpret things to suit 
its own fancy is that during World·War 
II, the church leaders insisted that a.very 
loyal Christian Scientist should bear 
arms, but by the time of the Vietnam 
War the church was aiding conscientious 
objectors. 
FB: Is The Monitor a voice of the 
church or is it separate from the church? 
And is this similar to the case of Bob 
Jones University where they argued 
that they could exclude blacks because it 
was part of the church doctrine? 
CM: The Christian Science board of 
directors would like to believe that The 
Monitor is part of the church. In fact, 
there are two ·separate legal corpora-
tions. There is the Christian Science 
Publishing Society which publishes The 
Monitor and there is the Christian 
Science Church. Over the years, the 
board of directors has horned in, so to 
speak, on the territory of the Publishing 
Society where it has gained a voice in 
how The Monitor is run. While that may 
be so, it · is not legally correct nor is it 
particularly beneficial to The Monitor. 
The attorneys for The Monitor are 
trying to make the case that The 
Monitor is in fact a church newspaper. I 
think it would certainly surprise the 
ninety-nine senators in Washington 
who read The Monitor to find that they 
were · reading a religious rag'. And, in 
fact, The Monitor in its own advertise-
ments bills itself as an international 
daily newspaper and says it is not a 
church organ. They're trying to have it 
both ways. They're trying to say that 
they .are part of the church anq therefore 
they're allowed to discriminate, while at 
the same time they try to sell them-
selves to the popular public as distinct 
from the church · and a reputable 
newspaper. 
FB: What's happened so far in the 
case? 
told her they weren't true. Then she stuff and, without exception, those 
asked me ifl was a lesbian. I paused and people had just slunk away in shame or 
took a deep breath, and assuming I was embarrassment. I think they were sur-
talking to a friend, I said yes. It turns out prised that here they had someone 
she.)1~~ !>~P. .~ent .. P.)\ tl.!e editor.. of. the . standing ~P to them. I could do iJ. H ~ad ~ 
paq~}o)ff9,.h"Jl.mJ~~__Mfil,bX:t4~ ~ . str~ g ':J '})Gsitive~ s~se: df myself ~ ·! -' · 
manager of th'.e 'Cliri'sban ~ctence Pu.b- lesbian and•ahlo I·didb tlia-..liiy whole ' -1 
lishmg Society to check out the rumors. life invested in the Christian Science 
This happened in mid-December (1982). Church as a lot of other people do. There 
"My attorney, Katherine Triantafillou, 
For the next two weeks I was called in are many people who work there whos~ 
to talk to various people - the manager, only friends are Christian Scientists. All 
nersonnel neonle - and made to answer of their social life revolv.es around the 
again and again to these false rumors. I Christian Science Church. And I think 
asked repeatedly to face my accusor. I the church was really flabbergasted to 
was denied that. I wasn't even told who run up against someone who was proud 
he was. Finally, after two weeks of this of who she was and was willing to put it 
kind of interrogation and meetings on the line. 
( j
1 f t ..: I t • I •t. -:: l 
behind my back, and with me present, I FB: Have you gotten any support 
was ';fired. . . · . from your coworkers. there?· , .. 
• : t ~(: L. ' _. 1 ~ "°' ~' .,., • I, ~ ' • '' • • ~ ~ • • • ... ._ ' 
~":lo· ·-:: 
"/ think the church was really flabbergasted 
to run up against someone who was proud 
of who she was and was willing to put 
it on the line. " 
FB: So you .knew the whole time you 
were work:ing,there that-if it were known 
that ~o'! vrere a _lesbj.an that you would 
be fired im,mediately. · 
CM: Not really. I knew that there had 
been articles written in the various pub- · 
lications, but I really believed that as 
long as I was doing the job that The 
Monitor obviously appreciated, that my 
work and my own self would speak much 
more loudly than any misconceptions 
and antiquated notions they might have 
about- lesbianism. 
FB: Does that seem naive to you now 
in lo_okin_g .bl!c~? .. _ 
CM: Perhaps, a ,little bit, but ther.e's 
good , n_!llye~e an9 ; pa,d naiyete and I 
happen ,to think t4at . this was good 
naivete·. I believe that peQple wilf accept 
you for what you are and love you for 
what you are and I still believe that. 
FB: After you were fired, what made 
you decide to sue? , 
CM: There's a couple of reasons. One 
certainly cmne out o.f a sense of-my own 
feelinlJI! Qf: being: r~y , wronged .. -.the 
whole injustice, the whole matter per-
sonally ... but also some real strong 
. feelings that 'it was just wrorig no matter 
CM: I think that . '.many of my 
coworkers to this day S\!pport me and 
believe that it was.. wrong that I was 
fired, but they are~: Witpqut exception, 
now afraid to show that.support. Their 
own jobs ar-e at risk. They certainly sup-
ported me up until the very minute I was 
fired. My boss, for example, went to bat 
for me the very morning I was fired and 
tried to save my job by arranging a leave 
of absence which I . was denied, ijut I 
haven't heard from any of them for 
months. That's another part of the loss: I 
lost seven years of friendships. · 
FB: Why w.ould they_ be at risk · to 
support you if their .ow.n .sexqal identity . 
wasn't in ;q~~ti,.on? , : 
CM; The .Christia;n: Science commu- · 
nity - not just The. Monitor but the 
whole Christian Sc.ience Churc~ -:-- is a 
relatively small group. There are some-
where between 1800 and 20QO people' 
working at the Christian Science Center 
in Boston. It's kind of like being at a 
small college. · Everybody knows 
everybo_dy else. You also know Christian ··. 
Scientists in other parts of the countey, if 
not the world. Because of this, it does see 
itself as a small group and does a lot to , 
was the first 'out' lesbian tq be admitted 
_·.ta: the.Bar in M assa_t;husettS" and WllS-S-W.()tn . 
in wearing corduroy jeans and combat 
boots." 
FB: And things that might be investi-
gated are not necessarily their sexual 
identity, but other areas of their lives 
also. 
CM: That's right. The Christian 
Science leaders have an unusual ljst of 
things ,they consider wrong or immoral. · 
You can be fired from TheMonitororthe 
Christian Science Church for lying, for 
stealing, for swearing, for drinking, for 
sleeping with someone you're not 
married to. Everyone's got at least one 
skeleton or at least something the 
Christian Science Church would 
consider a skeleton. 
FB: You said earlier that some of 
these prohibitions were not part of the 
original establishment of the church 
that Mary Baker Eddy founded. 
CM: The religion and the church that 
Mary Baker Eddy founded was a very 
liberal church. In fact, she was con-. 
sidered a heretic by many people in her 
day because her ideas were so radical. 
Among other things she was a staunch 
feminist, she was a pacifist, and she 
corresponded with Susan B. Anthony. 
The church that she founded is a very 
individual liberal religion and, over the 
years, the five people who run it have 
turned it into a conservative organiza-
tion. . 
Through the various church perio-
dicals, the church leaders have chosen to 
interpret her writings and the Bible in 
way's that suit their own viewpoints. 
. One thing they've done this with is 
homosexuality. This is a fairly new 
phenomenon in the Christian Science 
Church - less than twenty years old. 
Before that it was blacks. The church 
was openly racist until t4e mid-sixties. 
There is a listing of Christian Science 
practitioners in every issue of the 
Christian Science Journal and, until the 
'mid-sixties, black . practitioners_ were 
listed as "colored" so that white people 
wouldn't 'have to call them.· Another 
CM: My attorney, KatherineTrianta-
fillou, and I filed suit last December 1, in 
Suffolk Superior Court. Shortly after 
that The Monitor filed a motion for dis-
missal of the charges. The judge denied 
their motion which meant that the judge 
agreed with us that we had a case and 
that it should go forward toward trial. 
The Monitor is currently teying to 
appeal that decision. We anticipate that 
the appeal will be heard sometime next 
spring. 
FB: Whaf is the long range time-
table? 
CM: Realistically speaking I think it 
will be three or four more years. The 
Monitor seems intent on papering the 
city of Boston with briefs and appeals 
and counterappeals. 
FB: How much do you think this will 
cost? 
CM: We figure it will be around 
$30 000 to see the case through trial. 
' , ~ That doesn't include attorney s ~ees. 
That's for things such as filing fees, 
depositions, transcriptions, photo-
copying costs, consulting fees for o~her 
attorneys, witnesse1;1, .. 
FB: Where .is the . money coming 
from? · : · ~· • ·~ · .' -. 
CM: W e've"been askiiig ga y nien and 
lesbians to help· us' with the suit since 
·one of our primary reasons for filing suit 
was to benefit gay rights. People have 
been responsive but we have a long way 
to go. We've done a variety of small fund-
raisers with fifteen or twenty, people at 
them and we're planning several larger 
events later on this winter. Kay Gardner 
will be doing a concert and Jean Kil-
bourne, who has put together some 
excellent slide shows on the image of 
women in advertising and one on how 
alcohol is sold, will also be doing a 
benefit. 
FB: Who is your attorney and why 
did you choose her? 
CM: My . a·ttorney is Katherine ' . ' 
Triantafillou. I talked to several other 
lawyers before I settled on Katherine. l 
realized that I needed someone who was 
personally invested in gay rights and 
Katherine is a lesbian. She was the first 
"out" lesbian to·be admitted to the bar in 
Massachusetts and, in fact, was sworn 
in wearing corduroy jeans and combat 
boots. Quite a statement in the mid-'70s. 
Much of her practice does deal with gay 
rights. She does a lot of work, for 
example, helping gay couples draw up 
legal documents. She has dealt with 
cases dealing with the military, with 
other cases dealing with employment 
discrimination, and with lesbians who 
want to have children. She also works 
with women and mothers in prison. 
FB: Di{! the publicity make it difficult 
for you to get a new job? 
CM: There's nothing like walking 
into a fob interview and having the 
person look at your resume, look up at 
you and know that you've just co~e out. 
Yes, it made it very hard. I apphed for 
many jobs which I knew I was well 
qualified for which I hever heard 
another word about and T don't think it 
was just because of the tight job market. 
I've gone to interviews where the inter-
viewer just knew and did everything 
that he or she could to discourage me 
without saying it in so many words. On 
the other hand, one of. the jobs I have 
right now - I'm working as a typesetter 
for two different type shops in the 
Boston area...;_ knew when I walked in 
th'e door that I was a lesbian and it didn't 
matter a fig to them. 
FB: What has been the response of 
the gay and lesbian community in 
Boston and nationally? , 
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Cycles First Anniversary Celebration: 
December 8, 9, 10 _..11. 
Live Entertainment throughout the weekend. 
Special drawings for prizes. Many other special 
events planned. Come join us to celebrate our 
.First ·Anniversary! 
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CM: The response has been very sup-
portive. I think it's an issue which G. · • ht b 
touches every gay man and lesbian, . - - -
sinceweallareatriskoflosingourjobs ay rig s ecomes a wood in the brisk fall air sounds good and manly; it lo5es its appeal when you \-
have to do it in subzero temperatures. for these absurd ·reasons. One of the.. _ ~ -
strongest responses was from other gay question of survival There's almost no ir1gustry in the a.rea . around Milo. Cert-ainly no · industry 
that's hiring. And Terry Wallace needed 
and lesbian Christian Scientists from 
around the country. It's the support from 
other gays and lesbians that keeps me 
going through-all this. It means a lot to 
me to have someone come up to me at a 
concert or at the bar and say, "Oh listen, 
I've heard ~~~~~~cp.s ~¥:t'~ -., 
support you. 
FB: So at this point would you say 
that it's been worth putting yourself on 
the line this way? 
CM: Yes, it has been worth it. I'm 
absolutely convinced that we're going to 
win this suit and it's worth all the hours · 
of rehashing the events with my 
attorney, and,hours of putting together 
information 1o get out to people. It's a 
very important issue which the society- · 
at-large has to come to terms with. 
* 
Contributions to Chris Madsen's case 
can be sent to: Madsen Legal Fund, Box 
314, New Town Branch, Boston, MA 
02258. 
* 
., 
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that job. _ 
JoHN PRESTON r e pr in ted from Ee y '."1nd ow s He admits that he mig~t have ~us~ ~~t~- ·1 
- - • ". · r • ten disgusted and gone -~~~ to ~N ew ·•. 
Milo, Mt i e s~ems to be a strange Those .~ f 1Y9A.Wh~.J .sPJ~..d:, y.o.u -ti..we...:in..~ ~York .~~~~·jnif~(!1p'{t'fS,p~ ~ ~ p lif&··fc5'r,"~a gay r"ij l\t s"ibait le:"But P ef)le, Ogurfqtl1t, •'*elme.Brlnic~~rl ' at,•~ortla'nd ' ten years agd to pu-rsiae an ac. ing'car eer : ~ 
circumstances and coincidence have probably wonder how It s possible that But his father had a heart attack two and 
brought it about. this state is always l_isted _in the records as ·a half years ago. His mother was alone. 
Terry Wallace, a 38-year-old gay man , one of th_e poorest mt.he coumry. A. few His parents - living off a retir.ement 
has been fired from the Three Rivers h~urs dnvmg over th<: backr?ads hned pension _ needed him. 
Ambulance Corr~party. He ~?rked as an - with shacks and old mobile homes . The ,pull of family among some of us 
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) .. would tell you. is intense. It was powerful enough to 
He was charged with drinking on the have Terry move back to Milo iii an in· d /,1/111 l'n•sh111 job, "flaun_ting his penis" at wo~en, an stant, without hesitation. Ask him if .he j 
offering himself sexually to r1s male should have done that- left the secunty . I 
fellow work~rs with "dirty words." .., J, of the gay ghetto and the exciteme,qt ,.of, .. t 
Losing a Job because of homosexu- - limousines and cast parties - and lie'll . 
ality .. .:.... that is th-e real issu~ - is_~ro~-- ' _' look at you blankly. 'There was no .
1
, 
ably much more common an experience · choice. ·. . . ~ , _ 
than many of us realiz.::. It happens The EMT job . was the only one he · 
1 
usually because of whispered ~ccus~- . could get to pay his own way. It's a . I 
tion.s or hidden innuendo. T~e ~m~ shp piecework job. You get paid for the am- I 
is handed over and a reason 1sn t given . bulance runs you make, so m1,1ch for I 
in Milo no o~e thought it. ~as each one. In the world of Milo, Maine it 
1
, 
necessary to deal with subtlety. This tmy was lucrative. 
community forty-eight miles north of While many of our legal battles are j 
Bangor, over 150 miles north of carefully chqsen fights that are designed I 
~ortland, evidently ~!dn't question the as much for publicity and poli~ical im- \ 
rightness of the dec1s10n to take Terry pact as they are for the protection of a 
Wallace's job away from him. 'Sworn .single individual ; ther.e af"e sorhe li1<~ this I·. 
state'ments from co-workers denying the , where the participanr is aoti~g~fF6ni -the'· 1-
allegations of drinking and sexual most fundamental position of self. 
harassment were ignored . protection . - ' . . 
They could be, since everyone in town ; Terry Wallace is surviving on odd jobs 
knew that Wallace was gay. He had - often he's paid fo r- in barter rather 
come out openly over ten years ago after than cash, that's part of the poverty of 
his divorce from a hometown girl. Ex- rural New England - and it's just not 
planations · were demanded; he gave enough. That job with the Three Rivers 
. them. Ambulance Company was lii s salvation . 
Often gay people don't fight for their T.h~re._is a brutatit Y, tp the poverty of He wants it back and he needs it back. 
jobs when they do lose them. I know one Maine~ The weather helps br,ing it on - He's going to court. 
man here in Portland who was fired that anq tlte. lack o.f.emplo.ymenL Many The National Gay Task F0t'1:ae referred ,. 
from a local restaurant for be_i ng· .to.o things·.that -might -seem romantic to ·you him to a · lawyer ' in'. -Machias; ·Ronal'c\ ' .. 
· "flagrantly" gay . It wasn't worth 'i t ro . are necessities here . Do you ·like the idea 'Coles, who's· agreed ·t'o 1;~~·1tte ;calie'. ~ if' ' ~ 
him to ' challenge the place. A wait.er's . of Teri:y .WaUace:building 'himself a log Wallace cair come·'uP '..Wjth rJii: $1~0;11( ·. , 
_job was a convenience of the ~on:ient , cabin in the woods? He 'didri't do it for court cost s a.nd other minimal ,exp~n~es t~ 
there were plenty of others hke 1t he the sake of ·ro·mance. It was the only way that are required_. ' . • 
could get. The .people involved weren't he could 'have a h9use to live in;· it was Wall.ace is hitch-fo)d ng across .the 
important to him , not important enough even, che.aper , mµch che~per,, than rent· state trying to raise the money .. He's , 
to acknowledge them as worthy ing an apartment. doing it a little despera~ely. right .now: .
1 opponents. · · · . · Think . it's n.9ble. ·t.o heat · that house The phone .compan(s on~ his ~a~k · and ·' · : 
. But for ·Te.rry Wallace the EMT Job with· ~ ood? You probably. wouldn't if · he's afraid the plug ~will· be· p't~lled an~ ,·~1·· 
- was a question of -sur vival. The grindiri$ , you , had .to -do ·ft · year-round because · · · · · · · ' · · · . , · · ' -"- .. > '· I" 
horrible pov·erty of rural Maine is there was no ·ot-her way · to provide , 'f 
s.ome~hing sel~'?ll} .sf~" by tourists. yourself with heat. G~ing after a c.ord ~f cootlnued on page 11 · j· 
, . .. . . . I 
i 
I • • 
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Such As She 
There is a child 
So lost and lonely 
Crying in the night 
Wanting love and tenderness 
Arms to be enfolded by, 
., I •. 1' ' .,. 
The night is long . 
The tears flow . 
The rainbow not yet seen 
See the teardrops as they fall 
A heart full of hopes 
Collect upon the pillow 
See the woman 
All alone 
Grown up and yet a child 
Her pillow collecting 
A heart full of love 
With n~(one to ~hare-, 
:, . ' . "~ ~ .... -
She longs so fof 
The lover's touch 
The thought a searing pain 
Man cannot fill the longing 
Of touches soft and tender 
No, only one such as she 
She cries her tears 
Of misplaced love 
Of faces hard and cold 
She longs for the touch 
A,wdman ,can give · 
Th@Jsharing: or IinndiJ alike • I 
n ":J J • r".\ t'.,.j"I;! .LJ..-. • ,..-• .\.,.,. \T.1.; ... nr ,'l 
~th'e child I I,..-:.•;, ,;'..; ~ "-t : ;,,, 
So lost and lonely 
Crying in t he night 
· Wanting love and tenderness 
A woman's touch can give 
The body has its own means 
Of taking .things in stride 
But the inner self still cries 
For love so long in coming 
The love ef such as she 
She;loob:for othen like herself 
A'(.WOihah~ 4o~fsJiilre~ve ~ ... ~ 
.. r r,. 1 ' .. 
Carol Schneider 
. ' 
, t • "r 
. . 
the Cafe 
129 SPRING STREET . 
. 
Lover 
You had much to give 
and I took 
You had much to teach 
and I learned 
I grew strong on you 
I took too much . 
You left. 
-Anonymous 
Arts-& Entertainment 
. . 
j A ~ J •4 
.... • ! \t~l"Jf ~.., :.lr _:1. r..10..,. .,.n-, ·~, ~ ~ :•t "\ .. '-
.,..;i.Jir .. l ... , ~ s , : ~· {' ·. , .... >P1 .. u .,~-. .,,-. "-;, 
Makeway-
I'm coming out -
Closet walls 
Confining 
Cluttered with debris 
Fear. 
Anger. 
Loneliness. 
', 
'• 
lover 
you called me 
I now answer you 
we speak while some dare not 
I refrain from the discreet 
I speak loudly of such love 
I love my brother 
he kindles my flame 
see how it flickers 
deep within 
like snakes our tongues dance 
but we must walk softly through the streets 
bets own this town 
coming out 
merely a first step 
towards a long road to freedom 
if but only io exist 
.. ,so .we-mu9t>be · 
a loud voice cries out 
but only echoes I am 
we become bolder as we uriite 
supporting each other 
as we fight similar battles 
sisters loving sisters 
• rt ' •, 
brothers loving brothers , 
-=a;.¥.M.~~:c.c.r.:;:.:::.!~:;.;:.::·':;;c~r;) m· ~Hhjs Tittle quil'k:nf..aav.&eaoy , ;:J ·,: ~,i1[' .. 
I will shp into my brother's womJ> 
delight in his ecstasy 
--=~='--- -
Lon;lin~s. 
It's stuffy in here 
Stale·air. 
Dark and dusty 
Cobwebs 
Secrets no one knows 
Hidden somewhere under ... 
Time for a spring cleaning 
Should I take it out? 
1 ",, ,, , • 1 , Dust .it.off? 
. i .. . . ,2 -~·:·-~-~S.hii; eJJlr;J#~tty: geJD? 
~ ...... • .• ... Ii~~;-, _. , ... " t r- • T , • • .,.. 
.. . ,, .. See,it sparkle 
·· · Glisten in the dark 
I want to wear it 
With pride 
I put it on 
Not quite a perfect fit 
A little uncomfortable 
In time ... I'll grow into it. 
What will others say? 
, , · , ,,I ha,v~ i~ on now 
• 1 >;, . ,W_p_n~  ~ai fifi,>ff. 
, r, ..... ,,....,.,.. ~,","·~ -.,r~ _. ... 1 
'" , , ·1, a,n, w.liq I am . 
,_ ' <No more denying 
• • I S~lf, . ·. 
Self worth, -
Price. 
. My closet door 
. · Op~n. at 'last -
.. Clea~ed'. 01,1t -
~ohshed up -
Makeway-
I'm coIPing o_ut -
Breathe deep 
Feels so good 
---~-----
Uh, it's starting to fit 
Give me time 
A perfect fit 
Make way world -
I'm ·coming out 
To stay. 
Carol Schneider 
laugh away my hurt 
the pain meanders inside 
thS:t we must both endure 
we nurture each other's lives 
delight in our common values 
reflect on each other's differences 
- Jim Merrill 
,.-''t;~: ;;,!! . • 
.. •h. '. J;·. .. 
N,.; l~ ~oOJ!~ 
23 MAl~·STREET, RO.GKPOAT 23&-2020 
"Our immidiat•~i oaf la t o ,top the Crui,e and 
Penhing 2 miasile deployment in EuroP' th/a fall. 
For thue weapona will de_,troy even what frag,1e 
unea,y peace we no1t· have." 
The Wome-n', Encampment for a Future 
of Peace and Justice 
W• .-clallz• In books by and about women, 
altemqtlv• energy, health car.• and nutrition •. 
Mon..frl. 9-8:30, Sit. and Sin 9-5 · 
65 MAIN ST. MACHIAS, MAINE 04654 
(207) 255-8420 
Sunrise Waffles 
. ,v• P'*" 
'3. . &"(' p , ... C,'4o..'Y 
i.: 5. ' :U2 t 
i 
·' 
Roland's Tavern Is Remembered 
By Doug Cruger 
Remember? You'd walk hurriedly 
down Forest A venue, past the furniture 
store, and the paint store, and the tele-
phone company. You'd pause in the 
shadows at the corner of Cumberland 
Avenue, waiting for the light to change, 
hoping against hope that no one in the 
cars on the street would recognize you. 
Then, as the light changed, you'd make 
a dash for the opposite side of the street, 
up the five narrow steps qf the building,· , 
and through the heavy wooden door. 
And there you'd be, on Saturday night-
at Roland! 
Bill, Jim, Gene, Andrea, and Paul -
added to the event with their presence. 
Roland himself was there, of course, 
looking better - and younger - than 
ever. And the patrons of the Tavern were 
there, too, remembering. 
Some things about Roland's are 
legend: the red light over the dance area 
which signaled trouble out front; "Good-
night, My Love," the final song played 
every night on the jukebox; Wayne's 
Country, the cruisy little bookstore 
h!Jneath the Tavern itself; the occasional 
bricks and stones that got thrown 
tlirough the window; and George -
friendly and polite - waiting tables out 
back. The decor didn't change much 
at Roland's! over the years. New paint sometimes -
Roland's Tavern stood on the comer of 9<1 ~BtP.<.M W1Jth mirror chips embedded in 
Forest and Cumberland in downtown it. Mostly, though, the look remained the 
Portland for nearly 14 years. Many ofus same: the long, almost art deco bar 
"came out" there, showed our first fake which stretched from the front windows 
I.D. there, and met our lovers there. It that look~d out over the passing parade 
was an institutiim in the gay world - to the cruise wall at the other en_d of the 
the first really gay bar in Maine. And, bar. Wall-to-wall peo.ple mo~t. mghts of 
until it was destroyed by fire in 197.9, it ~ ,tl:i.E: ~ .e~~:, T,he long hne wa1ti:r_ig to use 
was the center of the 'SOci·al ifecofi"$Jl,.,1 ~. Ul~~~!>m O';} Saturd~)' rught. The 
awful lot of men and women. · old Miller High Li[e clock m t1:1,e comer. 
On Saturday, November 12, a lot of The p~ano bar, slightly too big for the 
people remembered Roland's Tavern - space it occupied. And t e ag shows. 
at the Second Roland's Alumni Party. Not 
1
ma~y bars . become legends. 
Held at the Spring Street Gym, the party Roland s did - and 1s. And the SEcond 
brought together almost a dozen former 
Roland's bartenders and employees, 
most of whom took their tum that night 
behind the Gym's bar, to commemorate 
the event. Longtime manager, Mark, is 
no longer in the area, but other former 
bartenders - like Joel, Rand)", Warne, 
Roland's did - and is. And the Second 
Alumni Party gave lots of people 
another chance to remember the good 
times and the rowdy times, and espe-
cially the sentimental times. It was 
worth remembering. Thanks, Roland. 
. . . ______L--
> . .:J.....,._d ./ ··-· - , '( I . 1,.,. I _ 
~/ {.. .-L---~-- ·- -
~-.&g~.~~t''"~~~r·c-_· ·· 
f--~ - --!=----~-- - -
,_ __ 
• e 
..,. _. • 6. • a.A• -t. '.I '..) 
' . 
~"(., ~ "-:--·~ _;~;~---~-- ~ 
-"' ,." ~ J . .... 
-· - ~- - ... .. * • :#-
Roland's Tav;rn Is Remembered· 
' . . 
...... . .. . ... ' ~ •••••.• ·~ ~ .... . , l.t · -· •. , ••• 
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Home (?) for the H~lid~ys···. ·····; 
By B.J. Aaron 
And why do I let it? Is it really that hard,-
and am I really that horrible. Is it al] 
that hard to understand? Am I compli-
cating it? Am I basically a coward? And -
why do Ibave so muc'h at stake in.what 
happens after tli1t truth'b'.e kn'own.1 ' ,:> ;·· 
These and many ' -iitbr t ·qu~stion's 
torment me every, time I even consider 
coming out to them. It's a"i:otahvitite 01!>, 
time. It comes down to a iimple scenario 
that begins with saying four littie words 
when I arrive home for the holidays -
"Merry Christmas, I'm gay." 
Can you imagine? 
I envision my mother dropping the 
turkey she's spent hours stuffing and 
basting, and the dog rushing over to 
December.. The month we deck the experience the best and most plentiful .-
halls, trim.) he trees and .share the Christmas dinner he's had to date. I pic-
Christmas iobse (the one on the table). ture my father getting up off the brown 
The season~ race from stp(e to store, recliner and charging oµt to t;b.e,kitcheir 
worry abo~~ dog christeit.~J the.tree to see what the hell is going on. (This is 
while we at9-»ork, and li~eln:anxious taking place, mind you, during his sports 
expectation: ~that one ~glo ~ ous day. programs. Can he ever forgive m~?) The 
Christmas ...:. · a time of·peace on earth tree topples over as the now unattended 
and good will to men, of Christmas children fight over who gets to run the 
carols on streetcorners and reindeer on electric train next, and the punchbowl 
rooftops, lights on buildings and trees, descends onto the floor (full, of course) as 
Santas and angels abounding. A simply Mother runs to play "catch that falling 
wonderful time for all. pine." Oh, nothing major. Why haven't I 
Humbug. considered doing this earlier? 
I abhor the whole thing. Then there's the neighbQrs and all of 
Somehow the "ho, ho, ho" ofit all soon the relatives. How do we tell. them th~t 
translates to ''low, low, low" for me. I'm I'm "one of those." W!)~t.\Ypul<;l i t ,qo.to: 
tired of choking on Christmas dinner property valq,es} k4.:,will.-a!ty-gf, t.lt@ttl.1 
when asked if I'm "seeing anyone." And sleep easily tonight knowing that they 
the routine of racing over to the mistle- ·· entrusted me with little Johnny Jr,:last?, 
toe every time some dizzy blond in a New Year's? (Nothing happened. He felt 
slinky party dress decides she "needs a. asleep after the first bottle. Some kids 
kiss" has worn thin. (I'll take the paper- just can't handle their Enfamil; you 
boy any .day!) This says nothing of how know.) 
sick I ·am of the navy blue or chocolate And what about all the questions 
brown sweaters I receive year after year. about "what do two men (or women) do 
Oh to be a man! Heaven forbid anyone together?" I suppose I could respond 
should like a bit of lavender in their •~when I find out you'll be the first to 
lives. Spare me the new tie, Ma. Hciw know!" I think they'd know better 
about a new set of earrings? (You can already. Really, use some imagination. I 
keep the extra one.) Or heaven f~rbid, figured out what straights do together 
some musk. Yes, real men do wear the years agQ1ftIJ.d..1utlK>QYJft~ ~t..,o; wlhm~ ·~ I 
stuff. ...-e. i!im Could we eveir,-iSibtdMVllrtl6 chholidey.A: 
For just on" year I'd like to show up for dinner together again? I mean, really -
the holidays with a man, and share a can you imagine the time I ask someone 
little hones y at dinner. I too would like to pass the pickles? Or how about the 
to have that special person to sit up with time I reach across the table for that 
late at night and share the fire as we banana that's been sitting there all day 
stare out at the snowcapped trees and .long? Would there ever be room for 
the resting fields. I'm tired of sharing stuffed celery on the table again? And so 
the false hope of my family that "maybe much for whipped cream or hard sauce. 
next year" I'll have settled down and Well, it certainly is enticing, after 
started a family. I already have. It thinking of all the possibilities. I 
includes myself and some of the most honestly don't have the heart (or 
wonderful people on the face of th~ courage) to do it this year. But look out 
earth. But unfortunately., they d ~ . 1984! That will be my year, if it's the last 
·wlint t ifno'w tll'esipeople. Sure t .,.; · thing I do. •. 
open to pt!'e!J.~g the,m. B?tdothe _} ,7 : And ~th this )Ian" in ~ind, lguess 
want to know that·my friends (am{:Jfget _ - my hohdays won t be too different from 
it on with people of the same sex?:J-doubf ~ those of others after all. This is a season 
it. And if we can't be comfortaole and of advent or waiting for me, as I prepare 
honest in the homes of others (regard- myself for what is to come. I believe that 
less of who they are) then what is the there will be a rebirthing within myself 
point of being there? The closet is a bit after the laboring (coming out) and also 
small for the long Christmas weekend: in relationship to others. This excites 
And martyrdom never helped anyone. me. And it reminds me that we really 
So for all concerned, I guess it's best that don't have to wait around for New 
I just don't go through with it (going Year'.s resolutions to ~tia~ change in 
home) this year. our hves. Eac~ d_ay 1s of i~port~ce. 
Som'.eliow the holidays ser.Ne as ·a , _ Even though this time of year mtensifie5i 
marker to nie. 'A teminder tlia:t I nave let our relationships, both in terms of what 
another year go by without telling thelll., is and is not there for us, the fact of the · 
Another year'o{h1ding, and of cheating matter is that it'~ always up to us. Ev~ry 
myself out ofliving the life of the pers9_n day can ~ea Chnstmas, a day of sh~ng 
that I really am. Anything less than thlB and of_ birth. And each ~Iar can brmg 
honesty is,in my opinion, nothing less resol~t10n a~d ch1;1nge; withm ourselves 
than a sophisticated Broadway act. I and m relationship to others. 
take on the script that they hand me (or 
that I percElive them to be handing me) 
and play it to the hilt. This time of year, 
·reminds me that I'.ve spent another year 
"on Broadway." Not really a very 
glamorous place to be, you know. 
I'm angry with i;nyself and the situa-
tion. Wlif tloes it have to be this way? 
I T) .\ .. ~ ..... 
.... ~. ·~~~--~·---, 
,--! • -,.' t,-0~' • I j¢~-- • 
;;...- . 
1 
,-J1:w v1:~ u12 ~ 
aJS C,ol]gress St. - On ·The Hill 
F~NE USED FURNITURE 
Wishing you a merry merry and a '; 
happy foreyer. _ ,:. , 
Wed.-Sat. 1 0:30-5:30 ~ 
Sunday 12:00-4:0b. ,: 
. . 
L---------~ 1;.t •. :-•.• =.•=.9~ .• -: .• ;:~•;-;-.,_:• .. ti.•.oc•.:t-. t_.. , .. ~ ....... , ... ,., .. '-"·"'· •.ita"• • .,. .. "l•'• ~ .._...,.~lt.T:t..-.... T.§..Y~V.~ 
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Politiculture "Kinds of Love" -
By Nancy Brockway 
May Sarton Reads _From Her Poetry 
With this. issue, I am starting what I 
hope will be a monthly column sharing 
my p~rspective on cultural events which 
have particular significance for lesbians · 
and gay men in Maine. As my title 
indicates, I will be exploring the political 
views embodied in the cultural expres-
sion. My comments will be personal; I 
won't make any pretense at objectivity. I 
hope you will write in with your own: 
views, and use this column as a kicking 
off place for a dialogue. 
"Kinds of Love" - May Sarton 
Reads From Her Poetry 
On October 22, 1983, May Sarton, now 
of York, Maine, read poems at a chilly 
Kennebec Performing Arts Center in 
Gardiner. The program was sponsored 
by the Margaret Fuller Forum of the 
Augusta Unitarian Church, where Doug 
Strong has done so much to expand cul-
tural horizons in the capital area. 
The reading was well attended. 
Sarton's delivery was polished and 
gracious, despite problems with the P.R. 
system, a pe.rsistent cougher in a back 
1.-a\v' ap.d ·a :feartul blast of the city fire 
. 'om in the midd~' 6f,.one poem. 
Barton's theine, •1I(in<ls of Love," had 
given me some hope that she would 
discuss her lesbianism. I felt petulant -
disappointed and angry -when she did 
not. Citing French poet Valery's 
declaration that all poems are love 
poems, she read to us of love of places, 
old friends and mentors, nature, her 
parents. Neither of the two poems on 
love between lovers gave any hint that 
their subjects were two women. 
Sarton broke ground in the '50s by 
·•
1w~ ,at.lecru¢ oye {TheSrnall 
Room, orton, ~ . _ - -
press which expressly acknowledged 
lesbianism. It took great courage in 
those rabidly conventional days, before 
Christopher Street, before even the 
second wave of feminism. 
A poet and novelist, in the '70s she 
added the journal form to her repertoire. 
Her accounts of the daily life of an older 
woman living with her garden, pets and 
poetry in rural New E:µgland, her reflec-
tions ranging- over inner and outer land-
scapes, have done much to popularize 
the journal as women's confessional 
literature. Her defiant aloneness has 
also proved a model to many ofus durin g 
those periods when we face a stretch of 
solitude. 
But Sarton has expre~sed ambiva-
lence about -lesbianism that "limits her 
· appeal for those of us who are pushing 
towards full acceptance. As she 
responded in a letter to a young woman 
_ (who had written her saying Sarton's 
way seemed happier than the life of wife 
and mother): "The danger is that the 
love of another woman is sometimes a 
kind of narcissism. I do not see it as ful-
filling in the long run as marriage" (in 
Recovering: A Journal, 1978-1979, 
Norton, N.Y., 1980, p. 34). 
. ln ap.dition, to being, ca.ught between 
-l;!S m01;~ ~elf-af:finn\ng ,lesbi.!llls and the 
right wing, Sarton. i_a denied a full 
measure of satisfaction as a poet, since 
she remains a lyric poet and a poet of 
meter and rhyme, in this age of non-
lyric free verse. At the reading, Sarton 
expressed some defensiveness about 
how unfashionable lyric poetry is today. 
She asked us rhetorically how often we 
learn a free verse poem by heart. 
Nothing, she , said, is rarer than lyric 
poetry. (Strictly speaking, I am told, free 
verse can be lyric, since it is the melodic 
auality of poetry that m3;kes it lyric, 
. , -,~ . ... ._ ... _, ~ · •' . . .. ·.t-) ••. ~ 
··vr i,4an-rnyme o ine~. . 
I · on't respond t6' poetry on the basis 
of poetic conventions that I don't know 
owc:n 
@)o~O~~ 
f;)&illlJW 
NEW YEAR'S EVE 
-9PM-
much about. Instead, I warm to political 
and psychological visions which give 
purpose and hope, and surprise me with 
new insight. I found the poems Sarton 
read on the 22nd uneven by these lights. 
For example, Sarton introduced 
"Bears and Waterfalls" by calling on us 
to be thankful to the patrons whose 
money supports zoos. "People say zoos 
are cruel; let us rejoice that there are 
zoos." I am glad that species we have 
endangered have a toehold on existence 
through zoos. And I am glad that, as the 
poem describes , zookeepers have 
designed n ew environs for the animals, 
with "Small nooks, great crags,/ and 
Gothic mountains ... snags,/ waterfalls 
and fountains." Yet however preferable 
they are to sterile cages, they remain 
cages. They are only relatively 
"delightful." I find it hard, then, to 
believe the bears are "happy and 
absurd." · 
In the end, Sarton does not remain 
concerned with the animals' perspec-
tive. She asks: 
"When natural and formal 
Are seen' to mate so well, 
Where bears and fountains play, 
Who would go back to normal?" 
At this point, I assume she is asking 
on behalf of the bear, and positing the 
"normal" as the traditional cage. Or 
perhaps she means the wild, with all its 
violence and insecurity. Her following 
lines make it clear that she.is coRcemed 
rather with the human visitor: 
"Go back to human Hell? 
Not I. I mean to stay, 
To be where waters fall 
And archetypes still dance, 
s ey 1t¥er~ ~ ~ed , ; 
In Eden for us all." 
We humans thus have our glimpse of 
Eden, where "natural and formal/ Are 
seen to mate so well," at the expense of 
the freedom of the kept animals. 
In "Stone Walls,'' Sarton expressed a 
view which similarly clashed with my 
express beliefs, yet disturbed me by 
echoing a private prejudice I am not 
proud of. 
Writing of the struggle of farmers to 
make a living out of the rocky New 
England soil (in the two .centuries 
following the coming of the white 
people)) Sarton writes: 
"Farmers have long fought this land 
of rocky bumps 
For two long centuries, always to find 
Daily frustration of a cussed kind." · 
Then Sarton distinguishes the "clever 
It made me sad, because much of the 
poem worked for me. For example, I 
almost heard her answering Robert 
Frost, challenging his image of the stone 
wall as boundary in "Mending Fences," 
with her reminder that "truth is, after 
all / They were not built for walls so 
much as dumps/ For the waste stuff the 
glacier left behind." . 
In "Observations," another poem 
Sarton read, she remembers that her 
mother gardened without protective 
gloves, a "true gardener," so as "never to 
bruise or wound the hidden fruit." This 
"vulnerable yet rigorous love" left h.er 
hands rough and calloused. But in a line 
that burst with evocations of protective-
ness and motherliness, Sarton observes, 
"We must be hard to move among the 
tender with an open hand." The words 
"move among" bring up for me images 
of a reassuring giant presence among 
invalids or small children - gentle and 
. nurturing yet ultimately distant. 
In a quiet way, "Old Lovers at the 
Ballet" inspired hope. The old lovers 
initially pity themselves for the loss of 
their "ardent bodies," "Limber as 
willows that could bend with ease." But 
"as they watch a vision is unlocked." 
Their feelings change, and their 
imagination "springs the trap of youth." 
They recognize that "the soul is a lithe 
and serene athlete," which comes to its 
"radiant powers" over time. 
The young dancers whose very smiles 
are "disciplined and moulded" have no 
time for this lesson. The old lovers' 
initial jealousy is turned, not into a 
smug pretense that the deepening grace 
of the soul is superior, but into an 
appreciation of new understanding. So 
the aging soul "claps,i.t&.h.ands no)V with 
the suppl& dan~ers.'~ •• • 
continued on page 11 
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.{{ Audacity { 
Theatre * 
Produces * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
"Benf' 
******  By Bob Carr 
men" who "gave up for lack of hope" As the cold weather moves in the 
with the "heroes" who stayed on, members of the Audacity Theatre 
starting a sheepgrazing industry. The Collective, who created the outrageous 
"hard-won riches that would keep" Gay Side Story this spring, have 
evaporated when "Australia came in on regrouped and started plans for a late 
the cheap, / to ruin all that they had winter production of Martin Sherman's 
labored for ... " BENT. This gripping drama about the 
In the second stanza, Sarton makes a persecution of homosexuals in Nazi 
further distinction among those (men) Germany will be co-sponsored by the 
who hung on: "Those who stayed either Gay Peoples Alliance of US.M. Audacity 
grew ingenious/ Or degenerate - the and G.P.A. invite all sectors of Maine's 
pivot, mind." The "ingenious" created theater community to attend open audi-
the mills and factories that, Sarton says, tions to be held on December 2, 3, and 4 
"sprang from that losing fight against at 6:00 p.m. on the University campus in 
the land." The men who did not create Portland, Payson Smith Building, room 
the factories Sarton thus relegates to the 303. · 
status of degenerates. A hierarchy based This challenging and controversial 
~m native intelligence, "the pivot, mind" production will be directed by writer, 
1s announced. critic and theatre professional George 
This view of history clashes with my Rumens. Mr. Rumens is currently 
view that the working people forced off residing on Peaks Island and has hoped 
the farms into the mills were trapped by for the opportunity to direct BENT for 
forces beyond their control and manipu- some time. Suitably, Rumens will begin 
lated by the powerful few. However, I too casting for the Portland production on 
harbor the sentiment, fostered by my the fourth anniversary of the play's 
privileged background with its Broadway opening, where Bent received 
emphasis on, and access to, a high- instant acclaim. 
powered education in the W.A.S.P. BENT is scheduled to open on Satur-
culture, that our success can be traced to day, January 28 and will run for three 
what is called native intelligence. I am consecutive weekends for a total of six 
embarr~ssed to see this harmful view performances. All support for this 
,.v-ut.f'l1h ~ ~Olf ..aP?lq~•j n the poe • . pro)ect is • .welcomed. • .F,Qt , fU{t~f:)r 
.. • • • ..... <t. • • •"• .._ .• .. . .... "' .. -.." .. ,.' .. /,•. •'/ • ..... _". ..• ... •. / yi,};Srrh"aliOrl 'c'\'rt·?'r2'!t9*~ .., • " · · "\ 
Politi culture 
continued from page 1 O 
One other poem has stayed with me 
since the reading. Sarton introduced 
"What the Old Man Said" by explaining-
that the old man, Lugne-Poe (a French 
man of avant-garde theater in the '20s 
and '30s), sent encouraging telegrams 
daily to many friends and former 
students, exhorting them to keep up 
their faith in their work. He himself held 
up against the sadness and despair of 
the gathering war in Europe until the 
Nazis marched into Paris. Shortly after 
that he died. 
Sarton's first poem recalls his fierce 
determination. At age 65 he says 
"nothing but death will stop/ My unin-
terrupted 'elan in the play/ ... The old 
man raved, but he did not despair." Two 
years later he can measure his success in 
com batting mediocrity by the number of 
hypocrites who revile him. Despite the 
pain of being relegated to the fringes of 
the culture, "The old nian laughed, but 
he did not despair." 
Later, at 70, her mentor writes Sarton: 
"The wicked times have put me back to 
school,/ And I shall die a sensitive 
young fool." Although himself eaten 
away inside by the enormity and success 
of Nazi evil, he exhorts his protegee to 
"help men not be slaves." The final 
refrain, set off in parentheses, records 
that "The old man died, but he did not 
despair." · 
The old man's message, "we must· 
work, my dear" is a steadying affirma-
tion of the value of our efforts in the face 
of seemingly overwhelming evils. 
Sarton has preserved the power of his 
example through her poem. 
Wallace 
continued from page 7 
he'll be unable to communicate with 
others in the state who're trying to help 
him. 
Interweave, a statewide group whose 
major force are various Unitarian gays, 
has sent out an appeal and received 
about $80. Cycles, a bar in Portland, 
threw a fund-raiser that JJ.etted $175. 
.He's hoping there'll be qiore . . 
The real funding is probably going to 
come from his unemployment checks. 
He'll hopefully be receiving a group of 
them all at once when his claim is finally 
processed . He has food stamps for his 
most basic needs and intends to use the 
unemployment to make up the dif-
ference for the lawyer's bill. 
· (So you thought your favorite gay 
group had a hard time with raising 
money, did you ?) 
Talking to Wallace over coffee one 
morning I questioned him· more fully 
about living in Maine. We each talked 
about New York and our experiences 
there. We each had similar pulls about 
New England, though. 
"Where l live," he told me, "is like a 
man's dream. It's beautiful." He went on 
and tied his experience with growing up 
in Milo to his acting career. "I played in 
Spoon River Anthology once. There's a 
character in it, Willy Metcalfe, wh,o's 
something of a dullard, sort of dumb, 
eut who sleeps in the barn with the 
horses. It was the one role I ever had 
that I instinctively knew. When I was a 
kid I had a horse and I would sleep in 
her manger, just so I could listen to'hei-
heff~win~-1h'ehay while I went to sleep-." 
I wondered about those kinds ·of 
memories. I examined some of my own· 
prejudices. My immediate response was 
that a man like Wallace should have 
returned to New York or at least Port -
land where he d idn't have to submit to 
the· humit:iat-1&11s>~IM.• were beirtg' htape 
on him in Milo. But where's that coming 
from? What kind of blind submission is 
that, to assume the ghetto is where we 
have to go? Why do we let people tell us 
where we can't li \:e? 
The isolation is probably the worst 
part about being gay in a small town. It's 
all the worse for Wallace in the middle 
of the fight. "No matter how strong you 
are," he explained, "you can only take so 
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much when you're alone. If there was 
so.meoiie there wiih me it'd be a different 
story. " 
But the pull of family is too strong to 
allow him an easy option of leaving. His 
father's health is still bad . 
Need something m"ore to be con vinced 
this is a story of many dimension.s? 
Wallace's father had another heart at -
.tack a few months ago . It 's an accepted 
fact that he would -ha-v~ <.fa~ then if 
Tefry •tiaifn't 'been •fttcrf -~-a_nd-i'Fl'erry 
hadn't had his EMT"'trainin'g· which' he 
used to save his father's life. • • • 
Interweave is · a legally incorporated 
non-profit orgainzation. It has agreed to 
handle the funds for the Terry Wallace 
Defense Fund . All money collected will 
be used solely for legal expenses. 
Wallace has vowed that if he wins a suit 
for libel against the Three Rivers Am-
bulance Company he will. return a sum 
equal to any money gathered by the 
Defense F · d , eAf~ · !,t ~ ·• n 
Committee, · a aine group involved in 
AIDS educaton. Wallace has two suits 
going, the one for libel and a more basic 
one for reinstatement in his job. 
If you'd like to donate money: 
Interweave, Box 215, Augusta, Maine 
04330. Mark your envelopes for the 
Terry Wallace Defense Fund. · 
Wallace himself"wouldn't mind some 
personal support. Terry Wallace, RFD 
I, Box 1278, Brownville, Maine ,04414. 
. : ..,,' ;'/" ,1(, • 
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· ~r- CALENDAR 
I 
Saturday, Dec. 10 , 
Romanovsky and Phillips, Unitarian 
Church, Main St,, Bangor, 8:00 pm, $4. lfl!EETINGS 
Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
- every Thursday, step meeting, 
7:30 P.M., First Parish Unitarian 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
' . 
Friday, Dec. 2 · 
Diane Matthews will speak about her 
lawsuit against the U.S. Army at Gay 
People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St., 
Portland, 7:00 pm. 
Saturday, Dec. 3 
YWCA' Holi<iay Yard Sale, at YWCA, 
87 'Spring St., Portland, 10:00 am to 
4:001>m'. < ~ ( I ' 
~ u: • .. 
Jockey Shorts Fashion Show, Spring 
St. Gym, 117 Spring St., Portland, 
10:30 pm. 
Sunday, Dec. 4 
Christmas Open House and First 
Anniversary Party, Our Books, 4 Pine 
St., Portland, 12 to 4. 
Monday, Dec. 5 
Gay Health Action Committee 
m~ ting at Gay J>eople's All.iance, .92 
Bedford St., Portland (USM) campus, tao. All welcome. 
Wednesday, Dec. 7 . . 
Judy Gorhan-Jacobs, · femrmst folk-
singer and Wild Wailing Women, local 
wome~'s band, at USM Luther Bonney 
Auditorium, 7:00 , sponsored by 
Women's Forum, Coalition and PIRG. 
Sunday, Dec. 11 
Alan Lozito, comedy show from 
New York, the Underground, 3 Spring 
St., Portland. 
Thursday, Dec. 15 
Christmas Party, Cycles, 59 Center 
St., Portland. 
Friday, Dec. 16 . . · 
Christmas Bash and "Find-a-Sincere-
Christmas-Tree-Hunt." Call Gay 
People's Al11ance at 780·4085 (Portland) 
for more information. 
Saturday, Dec. 17 
Santa Party, Spring St. Gym, 117 
Spring St. , Portland, 9 pm. 
Sunday, Dec.18 . 
Christmas-Hanukah party, pnzes ~nd 
gifts for all, the Underground, 3 Spnng 
St.,~Portland.-. . , _ - - , 
Monday, Dec: tf ~·- - - • • 
Harbor Mast6s Dinner.,, .Cycles;-~59 
Center St., P~rtljmd. · ' ' f ... ,. · '· · 
~ . 
Wednesday, Dec. 21 
Holiday Sing Along at the pianobar, 
Spring St. Gym, 117 Spring St., Port-
land. 
Saturday-Sunday, Dec. 24-25 
Xmas Celebration, Papa Joe's, 80 
Water St., Augusta. Bowdoin Gay/ Straight Alliance meeting, 7:30 pm, Chase Barn Chamber, 
256 Maine St. (above garag_e), Saturday, Dec. -31 
,Brunswick. Com~ and _enjoy a roanng. Masked Raiqe!s New -year's Party, 
,fire: TQpies , 9f d1scµss1on ~ 1?e deter- _ S~ ng St.: GNJD',, J1 q. SJ?nng. ~t:, Port-
iiYed. Call "725-"873r ext. 638 (Scott) or lantt. - , ;: - - - - - - • 
dhoite M u 367,r Bowdein College, {or . .. , J , 80 ' ·-~u · ; · ti' · Last meeting of the New Year's Eve Party, Papa oe s, 
more m1.orma on. S A ta fall semester. ALL WELCOME. Water t ., ugus . 
Thursday-Sunday, Dec. 8-11 . 
F1rst Anniversary Celebration, 
Cycles, 59 Center St., Portland. 
Friday, Dec. 9 
Romanovsky and Phillips, First 
Parish Unitarian Universalist Church, 
425 Congress St., Portland, 8:00 pm, $4. 
· New Year's Eve Boogie Bash - a 
dance jam space where you can move to 
a variety of inspiring recorded music at 
the People's Building, 155 Brackett St., 
3rd floor Portland, 9:00 pm to 1:00 am. 
$2 admi~sion. Free cold spring water 
provided. 
New Year's Eve Party, Cycles, 59 
Center St., Portland. 
MONDAYS 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
every Monday, 7 P.M., State St. 
Church, Portland. 
Gay Health Action Committee - irregu- · 
lar Mondays, Portland - call 773-5540. 
TUESDAYS 
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth 
Tuesday of the month, Y. W.C.A.; 87 
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 P.M. ~ 
Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
- every Tuesday, open discussion 
meeting, 8 P.M., First Parish Uni-
tarian Church, 425 Congress St., 
Portland. 
Our Paper staff meeting- every Tues-
day 7~30 l>.M.,-Our,Books, 4 Pine St., 
Portland. New members are .welcome. 
Alliance To Preserve Reproductive 
Choice - second Tuesday of the 
month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring St., Port-
- land, 7 P.M. 
WEDNESDAYS 
Gay· Parents Support Group, meets 
every Wednesday, 7:30 pm, call 780-4085 
. or 772-4741 (Portland) for information. 
Bowdoin Gay / Straight Alliance - first 
and third Wednesday, 7:30 pm. Chase 
Barn Chamber, 256 Maine St. (above 
garage), Brunswick. Call 725-8731 e~~-
633 (Scott) or write M.U. 367, Bowdoin 
College. Meetings held only when 
College is in session. 
THURSDAYS 
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, discussion meeting 
8:00 pm, Unitarian Church, Main St., 
Bangor. 
... 
___ ""_1111!111!_" 
LOUISE BENNETT, L.C.S.W . . 
THERAPIST TO INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES,_ & FAMILIES 
139 PARK STREET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04 101 
. 207-775-0155 
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
SPECIALIZING IN WOMEN' S ISSUES AND 
[N,~LCQHPL SM AND Ol_li~R Ap~ CTIONS 
,.....,.J o · ,i ... · .r ;· '"" ' ·~i.:'1 
. .. ,. 
macrobiotic counseling 
individual nutrition profiles 
shiatsu massage 
herbology 
Brian Kass 
773-8545 
,. . ·\Uioward Street, Portland, Maine 04101 
FRIDAYS 
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 
7 pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open 
meetings (no meetings during school 
vacation). 
Northern Lambda Nord- second Fri,. 
day of the month - discussion group, 
in New Sweden. 
SATURDAYS 
INTERWEAVE Augusta - last Satur· 
day of the month, All Souls Unitarian 
Church, 11 · King St., 6:30 potluck and 
meeting. NO DECEMBER MEETINQ, 
Interweave B~gor - third Saturd~y 
of the month, Unitarian Chui:ch, Mam 
St., 6 P.M. potluck and meeting. 
Gay /Lesbian Al-Anon~ every. Sa~-
day, 8 P.M., First Pansh Umtanan 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland, 
upstairs. 
SUNDAYS 
Men's Network - first Sunday of the 
month, Preble St. Chapel, 331 Cum-
berland Ave., Portland, 6:30 P .M. pot-
luck and social. 
Northern Lambda Nord ~ last 
Sunday of the month - business 
meeting, 1:00 P.M. followed by pot-
luck. 
Wild~tein Club - every Sunday ....,... . 
7:00 P.M. - Peabody Lounge, 3rd 
floor, Memorial Union, Univ. of 
Maine. Orono. 
VIC TO/f l~ Z AVAvlll(. fl, . 0. 
~07 • 17.J'· 001.r 
JOHN D. MCLAUGHLIN, DRS. 
Erna J. Koch 
Attorney At Law 
185 Middle Stred -
P .O. Box 7685 
P ortland, Main e 0 41 12 
(207) 774 - 8273 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
ADVERTISING MANAGER 
STEAMBOAT ROAD 
BAILEY ISLAND, MAINE 04003 
(207) 833:tl720 ' 
24 EXCHANGE STREET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112 
OUR PAPER 
P.O. BOX 10744 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04104 
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J l ~i 
L·ESBIGAY NETWORK· 
Alliance to Preserve Reproductive Choice 
P.O. Box 7512 IYl'S 
Portland 04112 
Bates Gay/Straight Alliance 
Bates College 
Lewiston 04240 
Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance 
l3owdoin College 
. • Brunswick 04011 ~ \ lfo~ driin Women's Resource Center 
Bowdoin •College 
• 24 College-St. 
Downeast Gay Alliance 
P.0.BoxO 
Ellsworth 04605 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
'c/ o State St. Church 
159 State St. 
Portland 04101 
Frederi~on Lesbi,ns and Gays (FLAG) 
Box 1556 Station k · 
Fredericton_ New Brunswick 
Gay People's Alliance 
92 Bedford St. 
Portland 04102 
7804085 
Greater Portland N.O,W. 
P.0 '. Box 4012 Station A 
Portland OUOl · 
Interweave. · 
P.O. Box 215 . 
Augusta 04330 
Maine Chapter 
P.O. Box 1255 
Ellsworth 04605 
General Practice 
Family Law 
Commercial Law 
Bankruptcy , 
National Organization for Women 
cl o Kerbleski 
73 Fern St. 
Bangor 04401 
New Hampshire Feminist Health Center 
232 Court Street 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou 04736 
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888 
""' Brunswick 04011 
Common Scold 
Gay Health Action Committee 
P.O. Box 10723 
Portland 04104 
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8457 
OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland 04101 
Parents and Friends of Gays 
P .O. Box 215 c/ o The Collective 
c/.o Elze , 
· , •372 Preble St ~ -So. Portland ~4106 
- . .... -·"' .. ;,- ... ""' 
• Dignfty of Mam~ · 
• P.O. B'ox' 7021 
Lewiston 1:14240 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church 
425 Congress St. · 
Portland 04101 
Gay Parents Support Group 
780-4085 or 772-4741 
Portland 
Portland 04915 
Maine Lesbian Feminists 
P .O. Box 125 
Belfast 04915 
Mid-Coast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 496 
Camden 04843 
Augusta 04330 
Seacoast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
UMO Women's Center 
Memorial Union 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono 04469 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
94 Bedford St. 
Portland 04103 
Web Work 
. Box 131-D 
Calais 04619 
Wilde-Stein Club 
Memorial Union 
.,. University of Maine - Orono 
Orono 04469 
